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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TEm~S USED

Teachers need a better understanding of the back

ground, attitudes, feelings, worries, and concerns of the

children they teach in order to work. more effectively with

them. When teachers come to understand the emotional basis

of their pupils' behavior better, the children's attitudes

toward the school become more favorable, and they make better

progress in their school work. l

I • THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this

study to find the values gained by the teacher in making

careful case studies of each child in her room. This in-

volved the questions: (1) What insights were gained through

, the case study that were different from early impressions

through and in addition to the traditional devices? and (2)

on the basis of these findings what provisions should be

made to provide an educational program suitable to the needs

of each child?

Importance of the study. The task of stimulating the

growth of healthy feelings in children is a vital respon-

lHenry Clay Lindgren, Mental Health in Education
(New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1954f; P: 4.
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sibility, of primary importance in every classroom.

The problem child in the early grades is often nothing

more than an educational problem to be solved by the intel

ligent, well-trained teacher. If the pupil is neglected or

the victim of wrong training, he may become a serious social,

medical, or psychological problem, requiring a trained

specialist. In this study an attempt has been made to employ

the case study as a major tool in preventing and eliminating

classroom problems and in helping the individual child to

develop more fully.

II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Observation and anecdotal records. There are several

ways of observing behavior. Perhaps the easiest technique

is casual observation. This must be done over a period of

several months. It is very important that records of these

observations be accurately kept. Such records are usually

termed anecdotal records. Opinion should not enter into the

record and interpretation should only be attempted after
I

many incidents have been recorded.

Time sampling is another method of observation. With

this type, a child's actions for a definite period each day

are recorded. This is useful in showing varying patterns of

behavior in an individual child.

Records resulting from observation are useful as evi

dence of pupil progress toward school goals, and as clues



to the particular motive, problem, and patterns of behavior'

that make the child different.
2

Case studies. A case study is a thorough investiga

tion of a pupil's family history, home situation, medical

background, and personal reactions. Related school work and

progress are also included. Such studies are very useful in

determining probable causes of a child's maladjustment and

. showing ways of helping him. 3

Cumulative records. A cumulative record is a col-

lection of information about a child over a period of time,

usually several years. Typically it includes many kinds of

information which in some schools is passed from teacher to

teacher as the child advances through the grades.

The only type of data about students kept by all

schools from year to year is the record of grades in academic

work, though many also keep attendance records and health

records. However, school systems are increasingly adding

more information to the cumulative data. The more complete

records contain information about health, family, aptitudes,

and social adjustment.4

2R• Murray Thomas, JUdting Student Progress (New York:
Longmans, Green and Company, 955), p. 187.

3~., pp. 279-80.
4ill,g,. , pp. 273-78.
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Action research. When there is an urgent need for

specific information and accurate data on the situation is

not at hand, the effort to collect such information is usu

ally called action research. Action research is designed to

gather evidence in a specific, fairly limited area and to

provide through its findings the bas~s for an immediate pro

gram of action. 5

Insecurity. Insecurity is considered as a feeling or

emotion, which becomes an undesirable personality frustration

trait when it recurs often and is prolonged. Insecurity is

very detrimental to the normal development of the child. In

contrast to security, it is expressed in the failure of the

child to cope with situations as they arise.

Maternal overprotection. When the mother consistently

yields to the demands of the child and submits to extra-

ordinary demands, maternal overprotection is said to exist.

Social maturity. A child who is considered socially

mature has a high degree of cooperative behavior. He is

able to work well with the group without feeling compelled

either to dominate or to withdraw. He is able and willing

to accept responsibility for leading, but he is able and

willing to follow.

5Virgil E. Herrick and Leland B. Jacobs, Children and
the Language Arts (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice=
Hall, Inc., 195?T, p. 473.
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III. SOURCES OF DATA AND METHODS OF PROCEDURE

5

An action method of research was undertaken. Psy

chology books, reviews of research, educational magazines,

current pamphlets, bulletins and similar literature were

reviewed for material pertaining to the topic of social and

emotional problems of the first-grade child.

Case studies were then made by means of home visita

tion and a personal interview with a parent. These studies

were supplemented by interviews with other adults who were

connected with the social activities of the child and by

conferences with the school nurse and special teacher.

Test results were studied, and further analysis was

made by a study of the cumulative record of the pupils in

the first-grade class.

IV. LIMITATIONS

This study has been limited to a study in grade one.

The gropp of first graders tested were enrolled in one school

located in a middle-class neighborhood. Pupil behavior in

the classroom as related to home background was weighed •
•t Tests results studied in some cases were not adequate because

of limited responses on the part of the child.

Information received in interviews with parents was

not at all times reliable because of inaccurate recall and

biased personal opinion.
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V. ORGANIZATION OF RE~~INDER OF THE THESIS

Chapter II is a review of the related literature which

was organized as follows: (1) the use of the case study,

(2) home and school cooperation, (3) attitudes of parents,

(4) attitudes of children, (5) physical conditions in the

home, (6) the physical status of pupils, (7) modern versus

traditional objectives, and (10) attitudes in the classroom.

Chapter III deals with the materials used and the group

studied. The selection of the children studied is first ex

plained, followed by descriptions of printed materials,

records, interviews, individual folders, tests, and case

studies. Chapter IV reports the eighteen completed case

studies. Chapter V reports the use to which each case study

was applied or could be applied. Chapter VI gives the summary

of the study, some conclusions drawn by the writer, and her

recommendations for educators and parents.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Case studies may be,one of the most useful instruments

in personalizing the education and guidance of the child.

Through them the child's idea of himself and the influence

of the parent's attitude toward the child and school are dis

covered. To the teacher they may serve as the basis for

guidance. Strang stated that with continuous guidance on

the part of the teacher, few pupils select goals that are

too far above or below their ability to attain. l

I. THE CASE STUDY AS RELATED TO THE RESEARCH

The value of the~ study. The case st~dy almost

compels one to see the child as a whole. The understandings

of child nature that emerge from such direct experience are

far more likely to carryover into schoolroom and out-of

school practice than those which result from more indirect

studies of the child. Often the teacher secures information

that may be later needed in trying to understand a puzzling

bit of behavior. 2

lRuth Strang, How-to Report puttl Progress (Chicago:
Research Associates, Inc.;-1955), p. •

2Horace B. English, Child Psychology (New York:
Henry Holt and Company, 1952), p. 14.
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Even the most selected group of pupils is varied.

There will be rebellious children, retiring ones, those who

work effectively, and those who fool away their time. Even

when pupils are alike in ability and interest, emotional

needs cause some to respond eagerly to challenges and high

hurdles, whereas others must be coaxed along with emotional

support and reassurance. 3

The teacher has many tools with which to analyse the

child. In some pupils, the roots,of misconduct or unusual

behavior lie too deep for diagnosis through casual observance.

The case study may then be effectively used. The case study

gives the teacher the information that allows the pupil to be

an individual and yet to remain a member of the group; for a

study .will lead the teacher to discover the dominant forces

in the student's adjustment and guide the child. 4

,Data for the case study of a child are obtained from

as many sources as possible. An attempt is made to secure

~ much information about the child's previous development and
@

t the types of environment in which he lived. This information

is of great value in the practical handling of the child.

3Lee J. Cronbach, Educational Psycholo~ (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1954), pp. 151-57.

4George G. Thompson, Child Psychology (New York:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1952), p. 21.
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II. THE IMPORTANCE OF ATTITUDES

Home and school cooperation. Modern understandings

of child development make it clear that if children are to

live intelligently and well in modern society, their educa

tion must be guided by all the experience and wisdom that

can be mustered.

The school will have responsibility for providing

certain experiences, and the home will provide for others.

Health is a concern of each. Social adjustment is definitely

affected by home and school experience. Recreational needs

can best be met by joint effort. Children's achievement in

school subjects is influenced to a large degree by the ex

periences, interests, and understanding which parents mayor

may not provide. 5

Attitudes of parents. Most parents who have children

in school today went to very different schools from the ones

their child attends. There was a different type of dis

cipline. Teachers often were not interested in friendly re

lationships and school activities were often not made inter

esting.

Some parents are likely to be very critical of the way

subjects are taught today. They are skeptical of the new

. .... 5Charles Bucher~ "The Home and School," Parent-Teacher
J(anual,VII (March, 1947), 23-24.
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methods of evaluation. Many never did feel at ease in the

school.

Although parents usually do not like to admit that

they are affected by childhood experiences, many of their

attitudes and much of their behavior toward the school can

be explained in this way.6

Teachers of the lower primary grades sometimes know

parents who find it difficult to share their child with the

teacher. They may become critical of the teacher for no

reason. Unless the teacher is sympathetic and understanding,

she might find herself in an unpleasant situation.

Democracy in the home was found to be associated with

warmth. Most highly democratic families provided strong

emotio~al support for the child. Children of parents with

democratic beliefs seemed more intelligent, curious, original,
. 7

and constructive.

Parents who believed in high levels of control had

children who were quiet, well behaved, nonresistant, and

socially unaggressive.

Some parents are overindulgent. In such homes, as

Baldwin reported from a study of this type home, maternal

oversolicitousness led to nervousness, crying, dawdling, and

high dependence.8

6paul Henry Mussen and John Conger, Child Development
and Personalit;r (.New York: Harper and Bros., 1956), p. 2507

7' .: . 8
Ibid., p. 253. Ibid., p. 256.
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Parents who have had to use their energies fighting ·

for existence are usually too concerned with this struggle

to enter into any intensive and intricate examination of

themselves or of their relationship to their children.

At the Northside Center for Child Development in

Detroit, it was found that success in dealings with under

privileged children were directly related to parents. The

report gave several case studies made and related methods

used in helping parents to see that many times they contribute

to their child's inability to adjust because of their anxi

eties, poor attitudes, and relationships with others. 9

There are several approaches used in dealing with

parents. The supportive environmental approach encourages a

more constructive view of themselves. The supportive approach

involves a more conscious use of workers of self and aid in

helping, the parent cope with environmental pressures.

It is always the goal to help the individual become

a more integrated person, who will assume responsibility in

his behavior toward others.

The approach method used by the person making a study

will determine the outcome of the study. It is necessary to

~ establish a good rapport with, the parent before any progress
t
~ can be made.

90livia Edwards, "Socially Deprived Children Helping
Their Parents," Children, III (January, 1956), 9-11.
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The attitude of parents about grades creates in

security in the child because he learns to feel that his

grades are a reflection on his family as well as on his own

ability. If the report is accepted as a record of his ef-

fort, he does not suffer shame even if the grades are low,

neither does he become vain if the grades are high. Always

to be compared with others has been a hazard children are

forced to meet each time cards are sent home. The school

and parents need to work together in this dilemma so that no

d · . d d 10one concerne ~s m~sun erstoo •

A study was made for the purpose of finding some

dimensions which may underlie parental child-rearing behav

iors. Factor analytic procedures were used. Several factors

in the !esults were significant.

Parental permissiveness and warmth of parental re

sponse have been identified as very important in parental

behavior. Rejection, related to the cold and restricted

parent, is another factor. There is also a parent-child
11

interaction factor and a factor related to overt aggression •

. lOp. M. Blanchard, "Effect of School Marks on Person
ality," Child,Welfare , XXV (March, 1931), 394-96.

llG. A. Milton, "A Factor Analytic Study of Child
Rearing Behaviors," Child Development, XXIX (September,
1958), 381-92.
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Attitudes of children. A child within two or three

years after learning to speak, has developed a set of pre

dictable tendencies toward reacting to objects in his environ

ment. Attitudes are often built at an early age. Allport

suggests four main ways in which attitudes are developed:

1. By integration of specific respo~ses, organized from

sensation, perception, and feeling. The child who is a

bit of a "roughneck" may acquire an attitude of polite

ness in social situations because he has been to a chil

dren's party, because his teacher suggests certain

standards, because he has visited a friend's home where

certain forms of etiquette are observed, not because he

is more concerned with the group.

2. By differentiation. Although the child has originally a

vague and diffuse attitude toward the Chinese, he begins

to distinguish among Chinese individuals in terms of

their characteristics as persons, their occupations, or

their friendliness to him.

3. By trauma. The child has experienced a highly emotional

reaction in relation to lightning and thunder, or to being

chased by a cow in a field, and develops an attitude

toward electric storms or toward cows in general.

4. By imitation of ready-made attitudes. The child rather

unconsciously adopts the parents' views regarding labor

unions or religion or borrows the ideas expressed by a
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close friend in regard to a summer camp or by an author

of a series of juvenile books. 12

Ste1zig described a troubled child named Johnny and

showed how the teacher and other school personnel assisted

this child in developing acceptable behavior patterns.

Without help from specialists, this teacher, by making a

case study of the child, helped him find a place for himself

in the group.

When Johnny first entered school, he had long blond

hair and looked like a pretty girl. He ran around in a

frightened manner and the next day did not wish to return to

school. In spite of repeated attempts to interest him, he

refused to join the group. It was suggested by the teacher

that J~hnnyts hair be cut. This was done but Johnny did not

change. Each day he would sit beside the teacher and refuse

to move.

After many months, Johnny ventured to the sandbox.

The teacher approached Johnny on an occasion and asked him

to take a note home. He had a tantrum, kicking the teacher

and greatly disturbing the class. His parents were very

apologetic. It was decided that an organized study should

be made. After the teacher was informed of background prob

lems, new experiences were introduced which helped the child

. l~Gordon W. Allport,; "Attitudes,'" Handbook .2!. Social
PsychologI (Worester, Massachusetts: . Clark UniversJ.ty Press,
1935), pp. 798-844.
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make a more wholesome adjustment to his environment.13

A series of tests involving discrimination of phys

ical differences between Negroes and whites and attitudes

toward race were given to 125 white and 100 Negro subjects

between the ages of three and seven. A rapid increase in

the ability to discriminate between the races were found in

both racial groups between these ages. The whites tended to

develop such discriminations at an earlier age than did the

Negro sUbjects. The Negro subjects made a lower frequency

of own-race choices than did white subjects in items involving

the selection of a child or playmate. The study made it

clear that in order to understand how racial attitudes de-

Attitudes in the classroom. Classrooms need to be

equipped with teachers deeply appreciative of the forces

13Marguerite Stelzig, "How Johnny Learned to Join His
Group," Educational Leadership, XI (December, 1953), 160-67.

. 14Harold W. Stevenson and Edward C. Stewart, "A De
velopmental Study> of Racial Awareness in Youn~ Children,"
Child Development, XXVII (January-March, 1956), 399-408.

In integrated school situations, an understanding o£

the attitudes and prejudices of the child within the class

room is essential to the teacher. A knowledge of the home

background and personal contact with the parents is necessary

as well as a study of the child within the classroom.

velop, a great deal more information about responses of young

children will have to be obtained.14



operating in human development and supplied with causally- I

oriented teaching methods. In a plan developed for the Com

mission on Teacher Education, a testing program was executed

with children engaged in a causal orientation program and

with a control group not exposed to the program. By testing,

the patterns of social behavior in different social settings

were established. After a directed program throughout the

year, in which children were guided in their social adjust

ments to environment, another test was given. There was a

statistically significant change in the experimental group,

but not in the control group. The following results were

recorded. The causally-oriented children showed less author

itarianism. They also showed to a significant degree more

willingness to assume responsibility than children in cor

responding control classes. There was a more democratic

relationship toward others. As the children learned more

about people's feelings and the situations people face, they

found it easier to accept them and work with them. The child

became more at home in his social environment.15

III. RELATED PHYSICAL CONDITIONS

Physical conditions in the home. The physical make-up
f
~ of the home contributes to secure or insecure living. A

l5Ralph H. Ojemann, "Changing Attitudes in the Class
room,-" Children, III (August, 1956), 130-34.
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~ pupil's success in every part of the school program. If the
~7~,

"The ~hysical status of pupils. Teachers are concerned

i with evaluating the physical status of the pupils because it

1 determines the amount of energy available for school work.

1 It is also related to the social and emotional adjustments

17

child can not be normal living in crowded quarters without

space for active child play or some privacy. Never being

alone interferes with personal freedom. It encourages with-

drawal of the child.

Both poverty and wealth may lead to insecure relation

ships. Parents who are filled with anxieties about providing

necessities, and who have to work too long and too hard, are

not happy companions to their children. On the other hand,

insecurity is also found in the children of wealth who have

parents too busy to spend time with them.

Middle-class homes seem to offer the most security,

in that physical conditions provide comfortable living and

happy secure parents give good emotional stability.

of the child. It accounts to a considerable extent for the

pupil could have a weekly examination by a physician, it

would be unnecessary for teachers to be concerned about this

type of evaluation. Since this is impossible, teachers must

accept the responsibility for the detection of physical dis

orders which interfere with normal growth. 16

........'-------
16William B. Ragan, Modern Elementary Curriculum

(New York: The Dryden Press, Inc., 1953), p. 495.
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Siblings ~ problems. Any individual with whom the

child comes into daily contact creates problems. The child's

birth order in the family determines in part his relationship

with his brothers and sisters. An eldest child learns to

expect the undivided love and attention from parents and

other adults. The arrival of a new baby disrupts his daily

life. l ?

The presence of older siblings in the family group

creates special problems for the y~unger child, particularly

if the older child has felt threatened by the birth of the

younger. The younger child may need help in adjusting to

the physical domination of the older children. He may need

help in throwing off an overreliance on the protection of

older c~ildren that keeps him from meeting his own problems. lS

There is a distinct tendency for the children of

smaller families to be better adjusted emotionally, to be

more self-confident, and more sociable than those in larger

.families.19

17Robert H. Beck, Walter W. Cook, and Nolan C. Kearney,
Curriculum in' the Mod.ern Elementary School (New York:
~rentice-Hall,-rnc., 1953), p. 156.

IBHenry P. Smith, Psychology in Teaching (New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955), p. 373. --

, 19Ross Stanger,PSYCholo.e:f of Personality (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 937), p. 323.
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IV•. ~ERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT AS RELATED TO STUDY

Personality development !a the classroom. The

teacher in the elementary school can build constructive at

titudes, values, and habits if she is able to associate them

with satisfactions. This is not crude conditioning. Satis

faction is all important although some parents associate the

word with laxity and are in favor of rejecting it in prefer

ence to work and discipline. One can only suppose that the

feeling that satisfaction cannot be' found in hard work stems

from the adult's dislike of work. But children enjoy hard

work and its accompanying, necessary discipline. All that

they ask is that they feel the purpose of the work, have

some idea of the object for which the work is intended.

Perhaps-grownups are forced to undertake so much unsatisfying

labor that they cannot believe youngsters capable of being

interested in their school work.

It is believed that the pupils should like the teacher

and enjoy school work. The teacher should like the children

and enjoy teaching. Situations requiring disciplinary action

should not occur. The teacher and the pupil should work to

gether in a social atmosphere of cooperative endeavor, of

intense interest in the work of the day, and with a feeling

to think, act, and speak one's mind with mutual respect for

the feelings, rights, and abilities of others. Inadequacies

and shortcomings in both teacher and pupils should be
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admitted frankly as something to be overcome, not ridiculed. '

Abilities and strengths should be recognized and used to the

utmost for the benefit of the group. A sense of proportion

involving humor, justice, and honesty is essential. Group

solidarity resulting from common goals, common understandings,

common efforts, common difficulties, and common achievements

should characterize the class. 20

V. MODERN VERSUS TRADITIONAL OBJECTIVES

IN EDUCATION

A comparison of modern and traditional objectives.

The objectives of the traditional school were stated in the

terms of the acquisition of knowledge and skills, whereas

the objectives of the modern school are stated in terms of

changes in behavior. Therefore, a teacher, if she is to do

a good job, must know the talents and tendencies of the

pupil in her classroom and understand the psychological in

fluences which guide the child's activities.

The objectives of the traditional school emphasized

preparation for the future, whereas the objectives for the

modern school emphasize effective living now as the best

possible preparation for any future living.

The objectives of the traditional school were in terms

of mental growth alone, whereas the objectives of the modern

20Beck, Cook, and Kearney, £E. £!1., pp. 151-52.



school are in terms of physical, mental, social, and emo

tional growth.

The objectives of the traditional school emphasized

the passing on of the cultural heritage, whereas the objec

tives of the modern school emphasize participation in the

improvement of the culture.21

The general end of education in America at the present

time is the fullest possible development of the individual

within the framework of a democratic society. The attainment

of this end is to be observed in individual behavior and

conduct. 22

VI. REPORT OF AN ACTION RESEARCH STUDY

The Metropolitan Detroit Bureau of Cooperative School

Studies. An action research project was set up by the Metro

politan Detroit Bureau of Cooperative School Studies in order

to foster social growth as well as academic achievement in

the school system. It was found that many of the teachers

were fearful of engaging in an .enterprise which requires an

unfamiliar skill. It was felt by some teachers that an action

research project added work to a currently heavy program.

21Ragan, 2£. cit., pp. 110-13.

22Educational Policies Commission, The Puraoses of Educa
tion in American Democracy (New York: National E ucation As
sociatIon,l948),LXXVIII, 41.
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However, some of the reports were positive. It was reported'

by one teacher that through activities involved in the action

research, more flexibility had been created in the class

room. The teacher becomes more aware of opportunities in

fostering social growth along with academic work. It was

learned that in some situations the children showed social

growth along with learning academic skills. Many of the

situations wherein children had learned to work together,

had been duplicated by teacher activity. There was a greater

sensitivity on the part of some teachers to children's re

actions to leadership roles.

As the teachers continued to work in the area of co-

operative action research, the resulting data convinced the

teachers that this type of research could lessen or enhance

their work through modifying or changing present practices.

Then the ultimate goal, a better education for children,

will take form in action. 23

23paul Carter, Mary Harden, and Daniel Nesbitt, "The
Classroom Teacher and Action Research," Educational Leader
ship, XI (January, 1954), 183-87.
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CHAPTER III

THE GROUP STUDIED AND MATERIALS USED

I. THE GROUP STUDIED

There were twenty-eight pupils enrolled in the first

grade room during the school year. However, the number of

case studies was limited to eighteen for the following

reasons: (1) Only those children who were enrolled for eight

consecutive months had completed studies; (2) case studies

which were not completed due to limited cooperation on the

part of the parents were not included in this paper; and (3)

in two cases reoccurring illnesses caused an irregular at-

tendance record, which limited the study •
.
The group of pupils studied comprised a typical first-

grade room. Chronological ages ranged from five years and

ten months to seven years and three months at the time of

enrollment. The mental ages ranged from three years and two

months to eight years and one month.

There were thirteen boys and five girls studied.

These children had varied backgrounds. Some came from middle

and low middle case neighborhoods. Several came from the

lower class neighborhood. The impact of the environmental

influences was evident in the study.

The physical make-up of the group was normal. There

were no exceptionally large or small children. Although

f,.~i~~si.~aried, there were no unusual cases.
d:"?~i~~~;~,~:
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II. THE ~~TERIALS USED

Printed materials. Books on child psychology,

methods of teaching, and elementary school programs were

read. The educational magazines and current pamphlets were

also used to give background materials before stating con

clusions about what might be done for sUbjects in the case

studies.

Records. Anecdotal records and health records were

studied. Written observations of eighteen children were

made for a period of eight months. Cumulative records were

thoroughly examined and conference results recorded.

Interviews. Former teachers, special teachers, and

the school nurse were interviewed. Parents, neighbors, and

other interested persons also furnished information for

the studies.

Individual folders. Individual folders containing

summaries of interviews with parents and samples of pupil's

work were kept and studied.

Tests. The Metropolitan Readiness Tests are devised

for determining the readiness of a child to learn first-grade

skills of all types. The six parts of the test measure
1abilities used primarily in reading and number work.

IHarry A. Green, Albert N. Jorgensen, and J. Raymond
,Gerderich, Measurement ~ Evaluation !a the Elementary School
jNew York: Longmans, Green and Company, 1953), p. 252.

1".~(:;':j,,:', '

'~1:.
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The SRA Primary Mental Abilities Tests prepared by

Thurstone were used in the measurement of such factors of

2Ibid ., p. 253.

3Ibid ., p. 229.

:-: .. "

) .

intelligence as verbal meaning, space, reasoning, memory,

number and word fluency.2

The Metropolitan Achievement Tests measure the out

comes of all major instructional areas., There is an age and

grade placement. 3

Case studies. Case studies were made by means of a

home visitation and personal intervi'ews with parents. These

studies were completed by compiling the information from the

visitations and interviews with the information gained from

the methods previously mentioned.
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CHAPTER IV

CASE STUDIES

I. INTRODUCTION

All children entering the first grade have many social

and emotional adjustments to make. If the teacher expands

the capabilities of these children to the fullest extent, she

must first be equipped with a great deal of background materials.

The cumulative records, largely relied upon by uppe~

grade teachers for background materials, are very limited

since they represent a one-year accumulation. Some of the

pupils have entered the first grade directly from home.

It was believed that the case study would help give

the teacher the necessary information to meet the needs of

the child more fully.

II. ORGANIZATION OF THE CASE STUDIES

Although the child was observed as a whole, for the

sake of clarity information has been divided into six

categories:

1. Home background

2. Intellectual development

Physical and med~cal development

Social behavior

Character and ,personality

Changes observed from January, 1959,to June, 1959.
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Description of the~. Tommy is a small brown-eyed

boy with a crew hair cut. He is six years old. vllien this

observation was started in January, 1959, Tommy was in the

first grade in a city elementary school. He had been in this

room Since September, 1958.

Tommy lives with his parents in a low socio-economic

class neighborhood. He had not attended kindergarten, and

rode the school bus to school each day. Between January,

1959, and June, 1959, Tommy was observed, his parents were

visited, and interested persons were interviewed in relation

to this study.

Home background. The family is made up of the parents,
-

a brother ten years of age, and a younger sister four years

old. The home is a four-room, unmodern dwelling. The ex

terior is a dark brown. The interior has not been decorated

for some time, but is neat and clean.

The brothers sleep together. The sister sleeps in

the same room on a cot. The parents have a bedroom. The

other rooms consist of a living room and kitchen.

There is a television in the home. A re£rigerator and

gas stove are in the kitchen. There is a telephone in the

home.

The parents showed great pride in their older son.

His grades in school had been above average. They voiced
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disappointment in the younger son's progress. It had been

hoped that he would "snap out of it" when he entered school.

The mother said that he had been backward at home.

Both parents had completed the eighth grade. The

father had attended high school for three years, the mother

for one year. The father works as plasterer for a contractor.

Summary. Most psychologists agree that the environ

ment plays a very important part in shaping the life of the

child. Tommy has a disadvantage in'that he comes from a home

of low socio-economic standards. However, the parents seem

to have a sincere interest in their children and their wel-

fare.

Intellectual development. Tommy did not attend kinder

garten. His mother said that she had tried to teach him the

alphabet and some numbers, but that he had been slow to catch

on. When Tommy came to school, he seemed eager to join others

in the class, and there was no immediate problem. However,

after a few weeks several undesirable traits developed.

These will be discussed in the section on social behavior.

The SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test given at the be

ginning of the school year showed Tommy to have an IQ of 86.

His Metropolitan Reading Readiness~ score showed his

rating to be "poor risk." The Metropolitan Achievement Test

showed his achievement level in June, 1959, to be 1.7. It



Physical and medical development. According to the

mother, Tommy had always been a small child. She said that

he was very active as a baby. His first word was Daddy.

Tommy had measles when three years old. He had the

chicken pox in February, 1959. The school record showed that

~ he had throat infections frequently.
~

~. Tommy does not eat too well at home, according to his

[j mother. He enjoys eating sweets, but they have been limited
~

since cavities have appeared in his teeth. A sack lunch is
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was recommended that he continue in the first grade for the

school year of September, 1959, to June, 1960.

Tommy completed the pre-primer level in reading in

the first grade and was given the basic reading test which

accompanied the readers. His rating was average. His grades

in the reading area have been Gl, whic~ may be interpreted

as gradual progress due to immaturity.

In the areas of science and social studies his grades

have been 32, which is described as acceptable without ques

tion. In the areas of citizenship and safety, the marks for

the first two reports were -, which means need for improve

ment. However, the last report showed a J, which means

satisfactory.
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and he was sent home until the blemishes had cleared. Checks

General observations. Tommy is not an attractive

child. The most striking thing about him are his large

liquid brown eyes. They betray many of his inner feelings.

His skin is not too clear, and he often has blemishes on his

arms and legs, which his mother attributes to weed poisoning.

In one instance the teacher referred him to the school nurse

at school showed Tommy's hearing to be normal. His eyes are

normal, and no physical defects were present.

Social behavior. At the beginning of the school year

Tommy seemed to have no adjustment problems. However, by the

first of the year, when a more intensive study of the child

was made, several problems had developed. Toramy was very

noisy arid often annoyed and disturbed others. When he entered

the classroom in the morning he often yelled loudly, and ran

about the room. During the sharing period he often shared

fantastic tales, involving his brother. In one such story,

a lion chased him and his brother. He got away, but his

brother was eaten. In another instance, Tommy stated that

while he, his brother, and his father hunted, his brother

hid in some weeds and the father shot him, thinking he was a

rabbit. This was not true at all. His mother called school

one evening quite alarmed because Tommy had told her that

the police had taken him and his brother to the police court

due to some trouble his brother was responsible for.
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\Vhen the mother was interviewed, these stories were

discussed. She stated that that was one of Tommy's troubles.

He was always thinking bad things about his brother. She

said that she could not understand this, because the older

brother was such a model boy. The parents often told Tommy

to follow his brother's example.

Tommy has a short span of attention. One day when

the teacher was reading a story on safety, Tommy raised his

hand. When called on he said, "I t~rew my boiled egg away,

on the way to school." This was in no way related to the

story. This kind of thing happened many times.

Tommy's greatest interest was animals. At times

small animals were brought to the room to be shared. Tommy

was very attentive. Just after the spring vacation, a boy

in the room brought a toad frog to share with the group.

Tommy filled a bucket with water and placed the frog in the

water. The frog died. Tommy seemed more unhappy than the

boy. This episode lead to the study of frogs. Tornmy brought

in another toad frog while the study was being made. He told

the boy he could have the toad after it visited in the room

for a while.

On the playground Tommy participated well in the group

'as long as he could master the skill. If too many others

mastered the skill first, he would refuse to try again.



Summary. ~ommy possesses many favorable traits.

Although he is m~ntally below normal, he has been able to

find a place in his group. His parents have a desire to

help in any way possible. As Tommy grows older, with the

I proper guidance, he will become a useful and worthwhile

citizen.
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Changes observed from January, 1959, to June, 1959.

At the beginning of the year, Tommy seldom paid attention

for more than a few minutes when a story was being read.

vllien he was observed during the library period in the latter

part of May, he was trying every word, and listened atten

tively throughout the story.

The reading test at the beginning of the year showed

Tommy to be a poor risk at mastering reading at first-grade

level. His achievement level at the end of the school year

was 1.7, which showed a great deal of progress.

Due to his interest in animals and other subjects

related to science and social studies, he was often placed

in responsible positions within the room. He had gained

populari~y with the group, and was sometimes chosen to per

form special tasks by other group members.

Case II._--
Description 2! the~. Paul is a boy of medium

height, very fair, with blond hair and blue eyes. He would
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be considered chUbby. He is six years old. He entered the

first grade in September, 1959. Paul had not attended

kindergarten.

Paul lives with his parents in a low socio-economic

class neighborhood. He has four older brothers and two

sisters. Between January, 1959, and J~ne, 1959, Paul was

observed, his parents were visited, and interested persons

were interviewed in relation to this study.

Home background. The family is made up of the parents,

four brothers aged eighteen, sixteen, fourteen, and eight.

There are two sisters aged ten and three. The home was

formerly a store. Plasterboard partitions have been put up

to divide the rooms. There was no privacy in the house.

The brothers all sleep in one room in two double beds.

The sisters have a room, and the parents sleep on the sofa in

the living room.

There was electricity in the home but no water. There

was no telephone. The mother explained that if anyone wished

to call,they could use the phone in their place of business

next door.

The family seemed very devoted. The parents told of

how the big brothers would often take the smaller boy and go

fishing. They also liked for him to tag a~ong when they

went to the races.



Intellectual development. Paul did not attend kinder

garten. The parents agreed that kindergarten was of no

value. Paul, when he entered school, was rather shy. Al

though he often smiled, he never entered into conversation

34

The father was an aggressive person who controlled

the conversations and enjoyed telling of self-experiences.

The mother seemed happy and very agreeable.

The family source of income was a tavern. The father

and sons had constructed the building themselves.

Summary. The family seemed to be a devoted one.

There were many things absent in this environment that most

would agree goes to make up a good, wholesome environment.

or play •.

The SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test showed Paul's

IQ to be 88. He rated at the 6.3 level in numbers, on this

test. In the weeks that followed the test results proved

reliable. In reading skills little progress was seen. How

ever,in number, Paul did average and above average work. He

was particularly good in concepts of money. He took charge

of collecting lunch money and seldom made an error in count

ing it. The Metropolitan Achievement Test showed his achieve

ment level to be 1.6 in June, 1959. This was an average of

total achievement. The numbers rating was 1.9.

It was recommended that Paul continue in the first

for the school year of September, 1959 to June, 1960.

I
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The parents agreed that they wanted Paul to have another

year in the first grade.

Paul had completed the first unit in the primer. His

rating of the pre-primer reading test was average. His

grades in the reading area for the year had been Gl, which

means gradual progress. In numbers his report grade was Sl,

which is interpreted, commendable work.

In the areas of science and social studies, Paul's

grades had been S2, which means acceptable without question.

Satisfactory marks were received in citizenship and safety

areas.

Physical and medical development. The medical records

showed that Paul had received all of his shots as a baby,

and booster shots when he was five. He had had no communicable

diseases upon entering school. Just before Christmas vaca

tion in December, 195$, he had the mumps. Shoftly after

Christmas another week of school was lost when he caught the

measles.

The school nurse reported several decayed teeth. The

mother said that she did not worry too much about baby teeth.

Paul never complained about them.

Paul bought lunch in the school cafeteria. He paid

for his lunch by the week. He also purchased milk each day.

General observations. Paul has a friendly face. Any

time his eyes meet yours, he smiles. He is too heavy, and
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handles himself rather awkwardly.

Social behavior. At the beginning of the year Paul

was shy and seemed a little withdrawn. He had never been

away from home and his family. His family was large, and

most of his social activity centered around the i~nediate

family members. It was not until a detailed study was

started in January that it was learned that behind that

smile there was unhappiness. One day when Paul and his

teacher were discussing houses displayed on a bulletin board,

Paul turned suddenly to the teacher and said, "Do you know

what I'd rather have than anything else in the world?tr "A

house with doors," said Paul, "Doors I can close, so I can

be by myself. 1I In another instance, Paul disappeared from

the room. He was found in a broom closet sitting on a

bucket. When asked why he did it, he said, III got so tired

of all those folks and all that noise, I just wanted to be

quiet. tr

His Mother said Paul was easy to discipline. She

sometimes had him watch the dinner while she helped his

Father during rush periods in the tavern. The other brothers

and sisters liked to play the juke box, but Paul didn't like

the noise.

When a conference was held with the Mother about the

retention of Paul in the first grade, she seemed rather happy
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or relieved to hear it. She said that children are getting

out of school too early anyway, and should be kept bUsy a

little longer. Paul is accepted as he is, and little or no

encouragement is offered as far as progress in school is

concerned.

Changes observed from January, 1222,to June, 1222.
In subject areas notable changes were made. Although read-

ing was slow and only one unit of the primer had been com

pleted, the quality of the reading was good. Basic number

concepts were well mastered. Paul showed definite develop

ment in science and social studies areas. He often contributed

to projects.

Socially, not as much progress was seen. Paul would

often come in from the playground at noon, saying he didn't

feel well, but recovering shortly atter entering the room.

He was still fond of isolated corners. He enjoyed quiet

time, when records were played softly or pupils just rested.

Summary. Paul has a smile that will take him a long

1 way. It will be necessary for him in some way to find a way

to have privacy. The teacher, who realizes this need for

self expansion, should look for situations that will help

him enjoy some experiences that are his alone.
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Description of the~. Joe is a slim boy, of medium

height, with hard to manage straw-colored hair. He has a

large very dark birthmark covering one eye and a portion of

the face. He is a first-grade pupil in a city elementary

school. He enrolled in this room in September, 1958.

Joe lives with his parents and two brothers in a low

middle class neighborhood. He attended kindergarten at the

same school where he progressed to first grade. Between

January, 1959, and June, 1959, Joe was observed, his parents

interviewed, and interested persons were interviewed in re

lation to this study.

Home background. The family is made up of the parents,

a brother ten and a brother twelve. The home is a modern,

six-room house. The house had been recently remodeled. The

furnishings were modest, but showed signs of care.

The three boys sleep in separate beds in the same room.

The parents have a bedroom. The other rooms are the living

room, the dining room, the kitchen, and a spare bedroom.

There is a television in the home; the kitchen is

electric. There is no telephone. The mother explained this

by saying that to her telephones were just gossip machines.

Joe was often ill, and had to miss school. His

parents explained how they helped him at home. The methods

of instruction showed some background in methods of teaching.



The father was a high school graduate, and had at

tended a trade college. The mother was a high school gradu

ate. The father works as foreman at a local plant.

The SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test given at the be

ginning of the school year showed Joe's IQ to be 118. His

~etropolitan Achievement~ score in June, 1959, showed
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Summary. Unfortunately, Joe's parents refuse to

recognize the problems which are created due to the large

birthmark on the child's face. The parents speak intel

ligently of their children's school progress, and although

not too friendly, accept with interest comments offered by

the teacher.

Intellectual development. Joe attended kindergarten

for one school year. His record showed satisfactory progress.

The kindergarten teacher stated that Joe was frequently

absent, put when in school did satisfactory work. He was

very sensitive to other children, and although the children

did not seem conscious of the birthmark, Joe would sometimes

refuse to join in a group activity because he felt that the

children did not like him.

I.

. Joe completed the pre-primers, the primer and the

t firstreader.~ The tests that accompanied the books showed

,
.~ first-grade achievement level to be 1.8, which is below his
~
u'll abilities. He will enter the second grade in September, 1959.
t
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his rating to be average on the first reader and primer.

The test results for the pre-primers were high average.

In reading and numbers areas his grade for the first

report was S2, which means acceptable without question.

These grades changed to Ul for the last two reports, which

means unsatisfactory and not working to. capacity. In science

and social studies areas Joe made satisfactory progress.

Citizenship grades were satisfactory with marks at different

times showing need for improvement.

Physical and medical development. Joe has never been

physically too strong. When in the kindergarten, he fre

quently complained of headaches, and the school nurse ar

ranged for examinations to determine if there was a relation

ship between the headaches and birthmark. No relationship

was found.

Joe has had chicken pox and measles. He has throat

infections quite often. Ear infections occur frequently also.

Joe brings his lunch in inclement weather. He drinks

milk at school each day.

General observations. Joe, when viewed from the side

where the birthmark does not show, is a plain child with a

serious expression. When adults view Joe face to face they

usually are startled by the unsightly mark. Children usually

remark, ItJoe's got a. black eye," to which he always answers,

is 'not', it!s: a. birthmark.".
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Social behavior. Joe stayed to himself quite a bit

during the first few weeks of school. After a few weeks he

developed a close relationship with David, a Negro boy in

the room, who sat next to him. Although they had several

arguments off and on during the school year, whenever either

was in charge, he always chose the other for some leadership

job. The friend,David, was very scholarly and read quite

fluently upon entering the first grade. However, he had

several personality problems, and did not make friends easily.

In one instance, when the teacher was out of the room, a

child in the room tripped Joe and caused him: to fall. David

immediately jumped up, grabbed the boy who had tripped Joe

and put him in the coat closet until the teacher returned.

Jge was very quick to say that a child did not care

for him. In playing games, or participating in group activi

ties,he seemed to have a chip on his shoulder. If he raised

his hand to do something and was not chosen, tears would im

mediately appear.

The father always attended the conferences arranged

at the school. He said that Joe cried easily because his

mother babies him at home.

Joe used illness as an excuse, in not participating

in activities. In dramatizations which occurred in the room,

~oe would want to be chosen for a part, but when the time

c.ame t.o present the play, he always put his head down and

said he had a headache or did not feel good.
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Near the end of the year a program was to be pre-

sented on the stage in the auditoriwn. Joe was given one of

the parts. A child in the group suggested that another child

learn the part too, because Joe always got sick when he was

supposed to take part. The teacher stayed out of the dis-

cussion and let the group discuss the problem. Joe did not

want an understudy. He told the group that he knew that he

would not be sick on the day of the program. The children

accepted this statement. On the appointed day, Joe walked

upon the stage with his group and performed beautifully.

Changes observed from January, 1222, to June, 1222.
At the beginning of the school year, Joe was an isolate.

First he acquired one friend. Before the end of the year,

he seemed to be comfortable working with several different

members of the group. Although still ill at ease around

strangers, Joe had developed many different interests which

helped him to relax and contribute to the group.

Scholastically, Joe had not achieved to the level of

which he was capable. However, he had many social and emo

tional problems which he first had to cope with before

mastery of skills could be expected.

Summary. It is hoped that the parents will soon see

the need for removal of the birthmark. Medical authorities

have said it is possible, but it will require much time and



Home background. The family is made up of the parents

and one sister, age ten. The fmnily lives in a house trailer

which has been converted into a stationery dwelling. There

i are five rooms. The furniture is compact and built in.1-

"I Everything is neat and clean.

v The girls have separate beds in the same room. The
~..
~ parents have a bedroom. The other rooms are a living room,
Ii

i kitchen, and an extra bedroom.
tl

There is a lady who comes in daily to do the light

housework and care for the girls. The mother does voluntary

work throughout the area in relation to the family religion.

Case II
Description of the~. Van is a tiny, doll-like

girl with large brown eyes and a silky brown ponytail. She

is in the first grade in a city elementary school.

Van lives with her parents in a low middle-class

neighborhood. She has attended kindergarten, and walks to

school each day. Between January, 1959, and June, 1959, Van

was observed, her parents visited, and interested persons

interviewed.
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However, until this is done Joe will have

difficulty working to capacity, because his physical ap

pearance will create too many blocks and complexes which

must be overcome.

will be costly.

I
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The parents are very interested in their children and

their welfare. The parents are deeply interested in the

Jehovah Witness religious group, and the father is the leader

in this area. There are some beliefs and practices that are

not practiced by most people. These things were explained,

and a desire expressed that these beliefs be respected.

Both parents have attended college. The father has a

small uphostering business in addition to his services to

the religious group.

Summary. The social environment of these children is

different to that of most children, in that so many of their

beliefs and activities are controlled by their religion. The

children dress beautifully, and have most of the material

things desired by most children. The parents are intelligent

and interested in the progress of their children.

Intellectual development. Van attended kindergarten

for one school year. Her record showed excellent progress.

Van is an outgoing, happy little girl, and seems to have no

problems in adjusting to group work.

The SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test given at the

beginning of the school year showed Van to have an IQ of 121.

Her Metropolitan Achievement Test showed her achievement

level at the end of the school year to be 2.9.

Van had completed all the basic readers recommended

for the first grade and read five supplementary readers and



many library books. Results of reading tests showed her

achievement to be high and superior.

In the areas of science and social studies, Van made

Sl for commendable work. In areas of citizenship and safety

the marks were satisfactory.
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Physical and medical development. Van was a well

developed child. Physical skills had developed early. She

walked at ten months and said several words so that they

could be understood at one.

Van has had chicken pox and measles. She has had no

serious illnesses.

General observations. Van is a beautiful girl. She

is very-popular both at school and in the community. She has

many little boy friends, and seems more popular with boys

than with girls. Van has many capabilities and is very self-

o assured. She is sometimes too outspoken to be kind. With a

little encouragement Van would be conceited.

I

Social behavior. Van-adjusted easily in her first

grade room. Several of the children she had known the year

before. Others lived near her. Due to her religious beliefs

Van refused to salute the flag. The right to refuse this act

had been upheld by the courts, and the teacher respected the

decision. The problem in this came when friends of the child

I: were influenced by her act to follow the same pattern. The
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teacher first discussed the problem with Van. It was ex

plained that one of the many advantages of living in this

country was that all persons had the right to worship as they

desired. Religion was a family affair. She could talk about

what she believed as much as she desired with her parents,

but other things would be discussed at .school. She seemed

to understand. The children involved also had the problem

explained, and in one instance a parent was called in for

conference.

Van was aggressive and would dominate a group if not

guided to do otherwise. She often held leadership positions.

Due to religious beliefs, no holidays were observed. This

proved a disadvantage in the classroom. Many of the activ

ities were centered about special holidays. During the

Christmas season Van caused some confusion in that she told

the children that Christmas was not really Jesus' birthday.

Van did not seem to feel left out or unhappy about

not participating in holiday activities. She really seemed

to enjoy the distinction of being different. On the last

day of school before the Christmas vacation there was a party

and an exchange of gifts. Van busied herself with checking

:; a booklist. "The exchange of gifts is all so silly. It The

teacher asked her what she was going to do during the holidays.

Z She said the family would be going to a religious gathering

a' several hundred miles away.
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After Christmas when the children shared toys at

school, Van appeared with a doll. wnen asked if it was a

gift, Van became very indignant and said, uNo indeed, it's

not a gift; it was just given to me, and that's different. 1t

Changes observed from January, 1222, to June, 1222.
Van made a great deal of progress in subject-matter areas.

The Metropolitan Achievement Test in June, 1959, showed her

grade level to be 2.9. She reads fluently and interprets

well. Her concept of numbers is good, and she works well in

groups and projects related to the science and social studies

areas.

Socially Van has not shown too much change. She

showed good adjustment throughout the year. The flaws in

her personality were related to religious beliefs, wherein

the only way to show her convictions way by saying things

that might hurt others. This problem is a type difficult to

deal with.

Summary. Van will enjoy much accomplishment in life

due to her abilities, social adjustment, and attractive ap

pearance. As she grows older and becomes more conscious of

her limitations due to her religion, it might in some way

affect her. There is no way of knowing how her future will

be affected by this.



Description 2£ the~. Denny is a slim, awkward

boy with frightened eyes. He is six years old and is of the

, Negro race. Denny is in the first grade in a city elementary

school, and he has been in the same room since September,

I

)

4$

Case V

195$.

Denny lives with his parents and two brothers in a

low middle-class neighborhood. He attended kindergarten at

another school and transferred to the present school at the

beginning of this school year. Between January, 1959, and

June, 1959, Denny was observed, his parents were interviewed,

and visited, and interested persons were contacted.

Home background. The family is made up of the parents,

a brother ten years old, and a younger brother four years old.

They live in a six-room modern house, white in color, and

kept in good repair. The furnishings in the home were of

good quality, but not well cared for.

The three brothers had separate beds in a large airy

room. The parents had a room; there was an extra bedroom, a

living room, a dining room,and a kitchen.

The father is a teacher and minister. He has a mas-

ters of arts degree, and has done sixth year work. The

~Jther received her bachelors degree in June, 1959. Both
;.~

parents had high goals set for their children. They had

for their children, since they were both occupied



Intellectual development. Denny attended kindergarten

and the record showed that he made satisfactory progress.

However, upon entering first grade, many problems developed

in group adjustments. These problems will be discussed in

the section on social development.

-The SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test given at the

beginning of the school year showed Denny to have an IQ of

107. The Metropolitan Achievement Test showed his achieve

ment level in June, 1959, to be 1.5. This showed his achieve

ment to be far below his capabilities.

From the beginning of the year, Denny made very little

effort to cooperate. He continuously did things to distract

during instruction periods.

The basic pre-primers and primer were completed during

the school year, and two units of the first reader. Tests

showed his reading to be low normal.

His report-card grades in the reading area were Ul

~throughout the year, which can be interpreted, unsatisfactory,
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each day. Both the older boy and Denny were dropped at

school as the parents went to their respective schools. The

younger boy stayed at a day nursery.

Summary. This child was fortunate in having parents

who were well educated and in the position to furnish a rich,

wholesome background. The problem was the busy schedule of

the parents, which allowed so little time for the children.

.1
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not working to capacity. In numbers, the first two reports

were Gl, which means gradual progress but working to capac

ity; however, the last report was Ul in numbers. In social

studies the grade was Ul, and in science the grade was 82,

which means work acceptable without question. In citizenship

and safety, most marks showed need for" improvement. The one

area in which he excelled was music.

Physical and medical development. According to the

mother, Denny was a healthy pre-school child. He had had

none of the childhood diseases upon entering school.

At the beginning of the school year, Denny purchased

school lunches; during the middle period, he brought lunch

from home or went home for lunch; at the end of the year he

again purchased school lunch. His appetite was good. His

parents said that he drank milk at home and during the noon

period and saw no need for purchasing milk during the recess

period. However, after being informed that Denny often

begged milk from other children, the parents started sending

milk money.

General observations. Denny would be striking in ap

pearance, with his smooth dark skin and small, thin, classic

features, if he developed an air of confidence and self

assurance. His shifty, nervous a~tions are very distracting.

He has many social and emotional problems. He desires and

needs much more attention than he now receives.
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Social behavior. Denny has many social protllems. He

is quick tempered and always on the defensive. When attend

ing kindergarten, he was enrolled in the school where his

father was teaching. Now he was among strangers. He did

not see his older brother during school hours. (His brother

was also having troubles.) He walked in a sliding manner,

and often pushed or shoved. He always justified his acts.

Once, when the teacher left the room and returned to find

him in a scuffle on the floor, he e~plained that he knew the

teacher didn't want children playing about the room when she

was out, and he was only putting the boy back into his place.

In another instance, Denny tore up some work done by another

child. He explained this by saying that it was not good

work, and he knew that the teacher wanted good work.

A problem arose during the middle of the school year

at the lunch hour. Denny seemed to have a great deal of

money to spend. He was going home for lunch each day. The

teacher spoke to the mother about the money, and it was

learned that the money was actually lunch money. Denny and

his brother had been going home at noon. The older boy had

a key to the house. They would eat a bite at home and spend

their lunch money of 35¢ a day as they wished.

At the time that Denny had so much money to spend, it

was discovered that he was buying leadership positions in

the room. He suddenly became quite popular. Each day it
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was customary for a child to be in charge. This child,in

turn, chose room leaders for different jobs. Denny was only

chosen for key positions when the leader was guided to do so

by the teacher. Then he started being chosen each day. After

a time, one of the children paid a dime, showed the money to

the teacher, and explained how it was received.

Imen Denny's problem was discussed with the parents,

it was decided that perhaps more time should be arranged for

family activity. It was discovered that there was seldom a

time when the parents were both at home while the boys were

up. Friday night was designated as family activity night.

Denny sometimes related on Monday some fun he had had during

this time. However, due to extra end-of-the-year activities

these e~enings had to be eliminated before the end of the

school year.

Changes observed from January, 1959,to June, 1959.--=-- ----- - - - - -
In subject matter areas, Denny did not make nearly the pro-

gress that he was capable of making. He seemed to have a

greater need for attention than for mastery of skills. His

achievement in the reading area was 1.7. In numbers, the

achievement score was 1.3. Science interested Denny. He

was particularly interested in making things grow. He had

several containers about the room with different types of

plants. He guarded these jealously.
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He acquired no close friends during the year. He

looked forward to moving to another city, where his parents

had jobs for the coming year.

Summary. When Denny gains the security of a stable

home and permanent friends, perhaps he will overcome the

emotional and social conflicts he now faces. He has normal

intelligence and the capacity for achieving more than he has.

His parents have had many problems of their own. With the

establishment of a new home in a new place which offers

security for the family, Denny will probably find happiness.

c~ VI

Description of the~. Dewey is a blond boy of

medium build, usually serious, but with a quick smile that

lights up his face. He is six years old. He entered first

grade at'a city elementary school in September, 1959. He

had not attended school before.

Dewey lives with his parents, four brothers, and a

sister in a four-room dwelling. The teacher was not permit

ted to enter, and cannot describe the interior.

Dewey was observed and notes recorded from January,

1959, to June, 1959. Other information was acquired from

interested persons who knew the boy or the family.

Home background. The family is made up of the parents,

four brothers aged seventeen, fifteen, thirteen, eleven, and

ten. There is a sister,nine.
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~ beginning of the year showed Dewey's IQ to be 121. The.

I.
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The parents did not approve the changing of the school'

boundaries. They did not approve, of the school their chil

dren had to attend and wanted nothing to do with it. The

boy, along with a brother and sister, rode the school bus

each day. The children were not allowed to participate in

any of the after-school organizations, ,due to transportation

problems. The parents gave the same reasons for not attend

ing parents' groups and teacher-parent conferences. When the

teacher managed to contact the mother she would promise to

come, but would never show up. vfuen the teacher at last went

by the home, a large brother stated that the family was busy,

and the teacher was not invited in.

The father worked as a maintenance man at a local

business concern.

Summary. The attitude of the parents toward a situa

tion over which they have no control make many problems for

their children.

Intellectual development. Dewey did not attend kinder

garten. The older brothers and sister had taught him many

things, and he had many broad concepts of numbers and reading

skills.

The SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test given at the

Metropolitan Achievement Test at the end of the year showed

Dewey 1 s achievement to be 2.6.
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Dewey completed all basic first grade readers and

read much supplementary material. He was handicapped in

that he was not allowed to bring any material home. However,

when the teacher found this to be the case, special materials

were checked out in the teacher's name and read in free time,

and pre-arranged periods.

The first report card grade in reading was Ul, which

meant not working to capacity. The >second report was 82,

which meant acceptable without question, and the third report

was 81, which meant commendable.

The citizenship and safety grade was - at first, which

meant room for improvement; this changed to Vwhich means

satisfactory.

Physical and medical development. Dewey was bothered

with hay fever in the autumn. This condition seemed to clear

up after Christmas. The medical record acquired by the school

nurse showed no childhood diseases and no polio shots.

Dewey brought his lunch from home and drank milk at

school each day.

General observations. Dewey is of medium height and

build. .He has very blue eyes and blond hair, with a cowlick,

which he keeps pushing back. He is alert, and often the •

teacher sees positive reactions when questions are asked in the

class. But Dewey seldom makes an oral response voluntarily.



~ other activities, his school work improved rapidly.
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seemed rather withdrawn socially. He seldom moved from his
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At the beginning of the year DeweySocial behavior.

seat and liked to thumb through books. :f\1any notices and

blanks to be filled in were sent to parents during the first

few months of school, Dewey always reported his lost. If

another was sent, it would never be returned. At the mid-term

in January the teacher said that she would like to visit

Dewey at home, since she hadn't been able to talk to the

mother on the phone. Dewey looked frightened. He did not

say anything all afternoon. Just before going home he said

he wanted to tell the teacher something. The two went into

the hall, and Dewey said, llMy mother don't want you coming

to the house." After this statement, the whole story came.

The reason notices and blanks had not been returned was be-

cause they were destroyed at home. The mother stated they

were just sent home to worry the parents. The telephone

contacts had not been made, because the mother wasn't going

to have a teacher telling her what to do. When Dewey finished

telling his story, he looked questioningly at the teacher.

The teacher smiled and said, "Thank you," and Dewey seemed

greatly relieved. Confiding in the teacher seemed to break

the social barrier for Dewey. When the teacher arranged

special times when he could go to the library and engage in

I
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Once, on the playground during the noon period, Dewey

complained of a headache. The person in charge notified the

school nurse. Dewey entered the school building with the

nurse and started in his room; the nurse stopped him and told

him to continue to her office. He fell to the floor and

started to kick, scream, and cry. The teacher came when this

was happening. He settled down in a few minutes and said he

didn't want to go to the office. The teacher ask the nurse

to go on and she would see her later. Dewey explained that

he knew that nurse would call his mother and make his mother

mad~

Changes observed from January, 1222, to June, 1222.
Tests showed that Dewey had the capaa,ity to learn, but at the

beginning of the year he made little progress. By the end

of the year Dewey's achievement level was 2.6.

Socially Dewey made great progress. He was withdrawn

and uncooperative at the beginning of the year. He was en

gaging in many activities at the end of the year and seemed

to enjoy being with the group. He seemed to feel insecure

when away from his classroom and classmates.

He finished all of his basic reading materials, and

did much reading and research in the library.

Summary. Dewey is a boy with many possibilities. He

has a need for a friend in whom he can confide. With under-



c~ VII

Description of the~. Jan is a sensitive little

girl of medium height and build. She has a striking face

with tilted features which makes it look like she's always

smiling. She is six years old. She entered first grade in

September, 1959, and has been in the same room during the

school year.

Jan lives with her parents and a brother in an upper

middle class neighborhood. She attended kindergarten for

one year. She walks to school in nice weather, and she is

driven to school in inclement weather.
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attention from the parents and the older brothers.

standing and proper guidance he should contribute much to

society.

Home background. The family is made up of the parents,

two brothers, one at home and one away in school, and the six

year-old girl. The parents are older than usual for a child

of this age. The home is a seven-room two-story dwelling,

very attractive, and comfortably furnished. The mother had

help several days a week.

Jan has her own room, with an extra bed for her over

night guest.

The mother is a little apologetic about Jan, and explains

at the first meeting that she realizes that she is too old to

have such a small child. Jan receives more than her share of

"
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The parents are both college graduates, and the

father is employed as manager of a local company. The mother

is active in several civic organizations and also belongs to

several social groups.

Summary. Jan has the advantage of living in a com

fortable home in a good neighborhood. Her parents are able to

give her both social and economic security. In the position

of an only girl, born several years after two boys, she re

ceives much attention.

Intellectual development. Jan attended kindergarten for

one school year. Her progress in the kindergarten was satis

factory. However, the teacher said that at the beginning of

the term Jan had several adjustment problems. The mother

also spoke of adjustment problems during the previous year.

The SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test showed Jan's IQ

to be 11$. At the end of the school year, the Metropolitan

Achievement Test showed her achievement level to be 2.9.

All of the basic first-grade readers were completed,

and much outside reading was done by Jan. Her grades in

reading and numbers were E which means excellent. In the

science and social studies areas, her grades were 81, which

means commendable. In citizenship and safety her marks were

i; satisfactory.
Ii;
~~
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Physical ~ medical development. According to the

mother, Jan has always been a fussy eater. She refused to

eat at school, and her parents had to make special arrange

ments for her meals when they were unable to be at home during

the noon period. Shortly after the opening of school, Jan

was supposed to eat in the school cafeteria. She cried until

she became ill.

The health records show that Jan has had all shots and

treatments necessary for maintenance of good health. She

visits the dentist periodically.

General observations. Jan is an attractive, lady-like

little girl. She enjoys being the center of attention, and

often does things that bring attention to her. She is very

intelligent and quickly masters skills. She caters to certain

children in the room who idolize her. She is sometimes de-

manding, but has excellent reasoning power. Jan prefers the

company of older children.

Social behavior. At the beginning of the school year,

Jan cried very easily. Whenever she made a mistake in her

work, she cried. If a child told of something she did, she

would cry. Sometimes she would cry for apparently no reason,

and when asked what the matter was, she would say, nOh, I'm

just tired."

By the beginning of the.year, tears were less frequent.

~uring an art lesson with the special art teacher at about
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this time, Jan was unable to make her art work look like what

the teacher had made. Her head went down, and tears came.

The teacher took her outside the room and explained to her

that as long as she was doing her very best she was doing a

good job. The teacher then told of things she had done as a

little girl. Jan seemed shocked to know that a teacher had

ever been a little girl. When she entered the room again,

she explained to her neighbor that her work was good for a

little girl.

Jan's father went on a trip in March and brought Jan

some beautiful plush toys. She brought these to school to

share. She refused to let anyone touch the toys. While she

was with her reading group, another little girl walked to the

sharing.table and patted one of the toys. Jan jumped up and

ran to the child screaming, tlKeep your hands off my things,"

and in the pushing and jerking that followed the toy was torn.

The children in the room were angry and let Jan know that had

she shared the toys and let the others enjoy them, this would

not have happened.

On Jan's birthday, refreshments were planned. On the

morning of the birthday, Jan became ill. She insisted that

her teen-age brother attend the party in her place. Rather

embarrassed, the brother came and ate "ice cream and cake with

the six-year-olds.

On the playground, she liked to be chosen first in

games. She would sometimes sulk or develop a headache if
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not chosen immediately.

Changes observed from January, 1222,to June, 1222.
In subject matter areas, Jan made great progress. Her read

ing level was 3.2. Her numbers level was 2.6. Her average

achievement for the school year was 2.9. She had gained much

poise and often read or presented materials to the group.

Socially she had gained, in that she could accept

criticism more graciously. She seldom cried and had fewer

instances of possessive behavior. She played more with chil

dren in her group, and did not separate from them on the way

to and from school.

Summary. Jan is an intelligent little girl, who has

already.gained much in social and personality adjustment.

Her environment offers her much enrichment. Her easy mastery

of basic skills will give her confidence. She should develop

into a happy well-adjusted adult.

Case VIII

Description of the~. Johnny is a small boy with

large brown eyes, brown hair, and a crew cut. He is a fan of

all of the cowboy TV stars, and often comes to school dressed

in the different outfits representative of these TV people.

Johnny lives with his parents and a sister in a low

middle-class neighborhood. He walks to school each day.

Between January, 1959, and June, 1959, Johnny was observed,
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his parents visited, and interested persons interviewed in

relation to this study.

Home background. The family is made up of the parents,

a sister four, and a grandmother. The home is a five-room

modern dwelling, built with an adjoining house on the same

lot. John and his sisters share a bedroom; there is a room

for the parents, and one for the grandmother. The other

rooms consist of a living room and a kitchen.

There are two televisions in'the home. One is for the

adults, and the other is in the children's room.

The mother is a very attractive woman, deeply inter

ested in her family. She constantly works her fingers. She

explained that she had arthritis in her hands and moved them
.

constantly so that they would not stiffen so much. The father

is very attentive. He, too, is very interested in the chil

dren. He wanted to help in any way possible to aid John in

school. The father is sales manager for a local business

concern. He often takes John on calls with him, and John

speaks with authority about the business.

The mother is a high school graduate, and the father

attended college two years, then went to a trade school

connected to the business he is now in.

Summary. Love, respect, interest, and many of the

other things that go to make a well-rounded personality are
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found in John's home. He feels secure in his home, and this

is reflected in his school life. The grandmother in the

home is regarded as one who contributes much. John often

mentions a very good food dish grandmother has prepared or a

game she played with him. His relationship with his father

is one of companionship and understanding.

Intellectual development. John attended kindergarten

for five months at another city school. He enrolled in the

first grade at the present school in September, 1958. He

made a quick adjustment to the group and was eager to learn.

The SRA Mental Abilities Test,given at the beginning

of the school year, showed Tommy to have an IQ of 98. The

Metropolitan Achievement Test at the end of the school year

showed John's achievement to be 2.0.

John completed the basic readers for the first grade.

The only outside reading was done in relation to projects on

which he worked.

John's grades for the subject matter areas were S2,

which means acceptable without question. In science and

social studies his grades were also S2. In citizenship and

safety his progress was satisfactory.

Physical and medical development. The mother stated

that John had had only one physical weakness during his pre

school years. During winter months, he constantly had a
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sore throat. In March, 1959, he had his tonsils removed,

and after coming home, he had to return to the hospital due

to a hemorrhage. He had chicken pox and measles before

entering school.

John buys lunch in the school cafeteria each day. He

seldom eats all of his lunch. He does .not drink milk during

the milk lunch, but often brings fruit at this time.

General observations. John is a clean-cut, nice

looking little boy. He wears colorful clothing, which helps

contribute to his popularity with the boys and girls in his

room. He has been trained to be a good listener, and tries

hard to follow directions.

John takes pride in good work, and works very slowly.

His manners are excellent, and his friendly cooperative way

makes for good progress.

Social behavior. John is socially a well-adjusted

child. He makes friends easily and is happy with his group.

When a new boy moved into John's neighborhood, John invited

him to walk to school with him. One boy wanted to cross the

street in the middle of the block. John wanted to cross with

the safety patrol at the corner. There was an argument, and

John went to the corner. The boy crossed in the middle of

the block. When John arrived at school, he entered the build

ing before the others, and said to his teacher, "I've got a
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problem." The teacher asked if she could help. He ex

plained what had happened, but said he didn't want Pat to

know he had told, because he might not like him for it. The

teacher explained that maybe the boy did not understand traf

fic rules and that they would be discussed without mention of

the incident. The next day John again appeared in the room

early. This time he was grinning, and said, "You know it

worked. He crossed at the corner."

At another time John was asked to be one of the room

representatives in the Junior Red Cross. When he returned

and made his report, another boy in the room remarked, "John

has all the fun." John spoke up and said, "Won't you take

my place next time? It's really nothing new to me now, but

you might like it."

John was deeply interested in the western-type play

on television. During the first few months of school, most
•

of the sharing done by John was in some way related to these

programs. He would often bring some trinket he had sent off

for or relate some incident he had seen. During free drawing

periods, he would draw pictures of western scenes. By the

end of the year his interest had broadened considerably, and

he often contributed things related to the unit of work or

project in which he was engaged.

Changes observed from January, ~, to June, ~.

In subject matter areas, John had an achievement level of



average work.

Terry lives with his parents and an older sister in

an upper middle-class neighborhood. He is usually driven to

school. Between January and June, 1959, Terry was observed,

his parents interviewed, and interested persons consulted.

Summary. John, due to his magnetic personality and

deep interest in his school work, has made good progress in

the first grade. His mental abilities were a low average,

but due to enrichment in his background he did better than
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When it is remembered that his IQ was 98, it can be2.0.

seen that he was working to capacity. His social adjustment

was directly related to his academic achievement. He lis

tened well and tried hard, and so he learned.

John's social adjustment was good at the beginning of

the year. It expanded through the year as his knowledge and

interest expanded.

C~ll,

Description of the~. Terry is a round-faced boy

with laughing eyes. His hair grows straight forward and is

cut in a Korean style. He is six years old. Terry enrolled

in his present school in November, 1958. He had attended

kindergarten and first grade in another state before this

time.

I
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Home background. The family is made up of the parents,

a sister sixteen years of age, and an aunt, who lives with

the family temporarily. The family lived in the home of the

aunt after moving to the city until their new home was com

pleted in May, 1959. This is the third new home that the

family has moved into in six years. The father, who is a

district manager for one of the large business corporations

located in the present city, has moved every other year.

Each time the family moves, they have a new home constructed.

In the aunt's home and in the new home, Terry has his

own room. The sister has a room, and the parents have a

room. There is also a living room, dining area, and kitchen.

There is an attached garage in the new house, where Terry

often plays.

The parents were very cooperative and showed great

interest in their son's progress. However, they were very

busy with many business and social affairs, and Terry was

often alone or with his sister.

Both of the parents are college graduates. The mother

does not work, but is active in several social and civic

J organizations.

Summary. The socio-economic position of the family

would seem to give a setting of security for the child. The

thing which would tend to upset this belief would be the con

stant shifting and moving of the family.
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Intellectual development. The report forwarded to

the first-grade teacher from the kindergarten stated that

Terry had had a great deal of difficulty in settling down in

the kindergarten. The first-grade teacher in the school from

which he moved also stated that Terry played a great deal at

the wrong time.

The SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test given in November

showed Terry's IQ to be 103. The Metropolitan Achievement

Test at the end of the year showed his achievement level to

be 1.9. His weakness area was reading. The achievement in

this area was 1.8. In numbers his achievement was 2.0.

Terry had completed the pre-primers, the primer, and

all but the last unit of the first-grade reader. He did very

little outside reading.

Terry's grades in reading were Ul's, which means not

working to capacity. In numbers he received S2, which means

acceptable without question. In the areas of citizenship

and safety, he received _IS, which meant need for improve

ment.

Physical and medical development.

record showed him to be a premature baby.

developed into a healthy and robust boy.

active and nervous.

Terry's medical

However, he had

He was always very
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Terry had had both chicken pox and measles during his

kindergarten year. He was absent frequently during cold

weather due to colds.

Terry is not a good eater. His mother had trouble

getting him to eat proper foods for development. He likes

candy and other sweets. He often brings lunch to school be

cause he does not care for cafeteria food. He seldom drinks

all of his milk during the milk lunch period.

General observations. Terry is a pretty child. He

has a rosy complexion, sparkling eyes, dimples, and small

even teeth. He has not lost any of his baby teeth yet. He

has a very short span of attention, and seldom follows a

story to its conclusion. He often annoys others by attempting

to play at the wrong time.

Social behavior. Terry had many social problems. He

was friendly with fellow classmates and the teacher. It was

the annoying things that he did that caused his unpopularity.

One time the child sitting next to him could not find his

crayons. He was unable to do his art lesson with the special

teacher because he could not find his crayons. After the

teacher had gone, Terry took the crayons out of his bookbag.

When asked why he did it he said that he was just having fun.

Another time, Terry ate another child's birthday treat. He

again explained that he was just playing.
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~Vhen the mother was interviewed,she showed concern about

Terry's acts, and wished to help him in anyway possible.

However, the father showed no concern and seemed to think

the incident rather amusing.

Terry had many playthings which he shared with the

children. He often made exchanges to and from school, and

then wanted the things returned. It was found that he some

times bargained for leadership positions from the child in

charge of the classroom.

Changes observed from January, 1222, to June, 1222.
At the time observations were started, Terry had a very

short span of attention. He was a poor listener, and seldom

followed directions. At the end of the school year, he had

advanced in many ways. He listened more carefully to direc

tions and usually finished his work. He did not annoy chil

dren nearly so much, and he enjoyed many of his learning

I activities.

The achievement test showed Terry's achievement to be

1.9, which was normal for the time at which the test was

given.

Terry had gained some popularity with the group, and

1 was sometimes chosen for leadership positions without

prompting.
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Summary. Due to the frequent moving, Terry's friend

ships with other boys and girls had been very limited. He

had very little social experience on which to build. If

allowed to stay in one situation long enough to establish

definite social relationships, school progress will be muc~

improved.

Description of the~. Doug is a tall heavy-set

boy of seven years. He is of the Negro race. He is very

quiet and watchful. He attended kindergarten in another city

elementary school, and transferred to the present school in

September, 1959.

Doug lives with his parents, three brothers, and two

sisters in a low middle-class neighborhood. Doug was ob

served, his parents interviewed, and interested persons con

sulted in relation to this study.

Home background. The family is made up of the parents,

three brothers, nine, five, and three, and two sisters, aged

fifteen and two. The home is a seven-room dwelling, in good

repair, and neatly kept. The mother explained that there

was a system in the house wherein each older child was re

sponsible for the next younger child. In that way, things

were kept in order.

The brothers nine and six shared a room, the brothers

five and three shared a room, and the sisters shared a room.
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The parents had a room, and there was a living room, com

bination dining and play room, and a kitchen.

Both parents were interested in the progress on their

children. They were very concerned with their child's ad

justment in the new school. They were interested in the at

titudes of other children in relation to their child.

The father was a high school graduate and a civil

service employee. The mother had attended high school for

three years.

Summary. The parents were interested in their family

and their welfare. They wanted their children to have more

than they had had in their childhood. The family seemed to

be a happy one and worked well together.

Intellectual development. Doug attended kindergarten

at another local city school. The school had been all Negro,

and Doug had had very little experience in integrated situa

tions. Upon enrollment in the first grade, he was very un

easy and seemed frightened.

The SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test showed Doug to

have an IQ of 96. The Metropolitan Achievement Test at the

end of the year showed Doug's achievement level to be 2.1.

Doug had completed all basic readers for the first

grade at the end of the year. He had also done supplementary

reading in library books.
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His average reading grade was S2, which means ac

ceptable without question. The numbers grade was S2, and the

science and social studies gtades were first Ul, whicn means

not working to capacity, and at the end S2, which is accept

able without question. In citizenship and safety, Doug had

received\!s which meant satisfactory.

Physical and medical development. Doug had always

been husky, according to the mother. He never caused trouble,

and tried hard to do just as he was told.

He had had mumps, measles, chicken pox, and whooping

cough. He did not have any illnesses during the entire school

year, and was absent only one day due to severe weather.

Doug had a good appetite and ate well at home and at

school. He drank milk during the noon lunch, but not at milk

lunch period.

General observations. Doug is a quiet, serious boy.

He often seems on the brink of reciting or sharing, but al

ways halts before speaking. He stays to himself when he is

not with David, another Negro boy who is very outgoing.

Social behavior. At the beginning of the school year

Doug was withdrawn and seemed frightened in his new situation.

During play periods he would join in the game, but was very

h~sitant about who to choose for a partner or who to tag.

This fe~ling started disappearing after Doug begun to show
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good achievement in subject-matter areas. He was sometimes

called upon to read sections of stories because he read

fluently.

Doug's older brother had a great deal of trouble in

adjusting to the new school situation. This worried Doug,

and on two occasions he asked the teacher if he might peek

into his brother's room to see if he was all right. The

teacher went with him and assured him things were all right.

During the first few months in the first grade, Doug

would allow children to push him out of the line and make no

complaint. However, by the middle of the school year, Doug

was beginning to push back, and by the end of the year, he

insisted upon remaining in his place.

Doug was very reliable, and when it was his turn to

be in charge of activities in the room, he did so and remem

bered each detail of his duties. On one occasion, he was

checking the plants to see if they had been properly watered.

He took a cup and added water here and there until he felt

that each plant had proper moisture; then he asked the

teacher's approval.

Changes observed from January, !222, to June, !222.
At the beginning of the school year Doug seemed frightened

and withdrawn. At the end of the year he had gained a great

deal of self confidence. He had become popular with the

group and was often chosen to perform specific jobs in groups.
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He seemed much happier in school at the end of the year, and

acted comfortable with others and members of his class.

He had achieved more than had been expected of him in

subject-matter areas. His achievement in reading was 2.0

and in numbers 2.2. His average achievement was 2.1.

Summary. Doug has many likable qualities. He wants

very much to please both his teacher and his classmates.

This is probably a carryover from home where, his mother says,

he makes every effort to please. He has gained much social

confidence through academic achievement.

Description of the~. Jerry is a wiry, blond-haired

boy with. deep blue eyes. He is seven years old. When this

observation was started in January, 1959, Jerry was in the

first grade of a city elementary school. This was the second

year for this grade. The previous year he had been in the.
same school but in another room.

Jerry lives with his parents, an older brother, and a

younger sister in an upper low-class neighborhood. Between

January and June, 1959, Jerry was observed, his parents

visited, and interested persons interviewed in relation to

the study.

Home background. The family is made up of the parents,

a brother nine, and a sister four years old. The family
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lives in a five-room semi-modern dwelling. The interior and

exterior appeared disorganized.

The brothers sleep together, and the girl sleeps on a

cot in the room. The parents have a bedroom, and there is a

living room, dining room and kitchen.

The home did not have a television. It was explained

that the family religion did not permit television. This

type of entertainment was considered the same as a movie.

The older boy was mentally re~arded, and the parents

did not feel too encouraged about Jerry's progress. The

parents had not completed grade school, and the father was

employed in a local garage.

Summary. Jerry has many enviromnental disadvantages.

The many limitations within the home allow little space for

cultural or academic expansion.

Intellectual development. Jerry attended kindergarten

at another local school. Upon entering first grade at the

present school, he seemed very timid and immature according

to his teacher. He had few social difficulties, but made

very little progress in subject-matter areas. At the end of

the school year his achievement level was 1.4.

The SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test was given at

the beginning of the school in September, 1959. This test

showed his IQ to be 93. His age level for motor skills was
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8-10 years, which is a year ahead of his chronological age.

In the reading areas, he rated almost a year behind. At the

end of the school year in June, 1959, his achievement level

was 2.5.

Grades for the first year in the first grade were GI,

which means gradual progress and general immaturity, and the

final grades of Ul for unsatisfactory progress. These grades

were in reading and numbers areas.

Grades made when repeating the first grade for the

second year were 32 in reading and numbers subjects, and a\/

for satisfactory in citizenship and safety.

Physical and medical development. According to the

mother, Jerry had ear and throat infections several times

each winter. His health record showed frequent absences

during the winter months.

Jerry drinks milk each day at school. He walks home

for lunch except in inclement weather.

Jerry shows nerv.ousness when engaged in classroom

activities. In passing materials, he often drops pieces.

His book shakes when he reads. He shifts his weight con

stantly when standing.

General observations. Jerry is a child disturbed by

many conflicting attitudes and beliefs. His family religion

teaches him that certain practices, such as movies, are not

acceptable, and yet this is part of the school program.
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Social behavior. Several things happened to Jerry

during the period of observation that seemed to effect his

behavior socially.

Jerry had been taught that racial integration was not

right. ~Vhen he was ask to take a seat next to a Negro in the

classroom, he became very emotionally upset. He was not

forced to take the seat, and settled down when seated in an

other position. This same emotional upset occurred again

and again during game period or activity time, when he was in

close association with a child of another race. During a

conference with the mother, the mother explained that Jerry

came home shortly after the opening of school, and didn't

want to return. He had said that it just wasn't right that

two races be in the same room together. She said that she

tried to tell him how things had changed, and that they would

have to accept these changes. Jerry was not too popular with

the other children in the room. He was considered uncoopera

tive because he often said that he didn't want to engage in

certain activities.

In March, 1959, Jerry's mother became very ill and had

to remain in the hospital for some time. Jerry was cared for

by a neighbor. Jerry showed a mixed emotion about his

mother's absence from the home. He seemed worried at times

and expressed the fear that she would die. At other times,

he seemed to delight in the privileges he had in her absence.
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The neighbor permitted him to go with some other children to

a movie one afternoon. He discussed the show for several

days afterward. It was also during this period, that Jerry

asked permission to be seated next to a Negro boy. He said

they wanted to share crayons. He was permitted to make the

move.

Changes observed from January, 1222, to June, 1959.

At the beginning of the year Jerry showed little interest in

school activities. He would join reading groups and perform

well, but would not join the related activities. Before the

end of the year, Jerry was not only joining in projects and

activities related to social studies and science areas, he

was making every effort to contribute materials brought from

outside sources.

Jerry had learned to respect members of other races.

He had learned that by working together with all peoples

much is gained, because each person has something to con

tribute.

Jerry's achievement during the first year in the first

grade had been 1.4. At the end of the second school year,

his achievement was 2.5. Average achievement in reading was

2.3. Average achievement in numbers was 2.6.

Jerry had become a happier child. He could laugh

when something amusing happened in the classroom, and he did

not sulk.
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Summary. Jerry will need much guidance if he is to

contribute the fullest possible effort in society. His at

titudes have changed a great deal in the last year. With

careful guidance they will improve even more. Academically,

he will probably always be slow. However, given time, he

seems to reach to average level of achi~vement.

Case XII

Description of the case. Kay is a thin, nervous child

with light-blue eyes and blond hair which she wears in a

ponytail. She is seven years old. She transferred to the

present school from a county school located outside the city.

She has been enrolled in the first grade at the present

school from November, 1958, through June, 1959.

Kay lives with her parents, a younger sister, and a

brother in a low middle-class neighborhood. She attended the

first grade for a year in a county school. She comes to

school each day on a school bus. Between January, 1959, and

June, 1959, Kay was observed, her parents interviewed, and

interested persons contacted in relation to this study.

Home background. The family is made up of the parents,

a sister five, and a brother three. The home is a five-room

modern dwelling, recently redecorated both inside and out.

The furnishings are simple, clean, and neat.

Kay and her sister share a room. The brother sleeps

in a room which also serves as a dining area. The parents
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have a room. There is a living room and kitchen.

The children have many large riding toys including a

bicycle, scooter, tractor, plane, and wagon. These are kept

in the garage in the rear of the house. There was a deck

tennis outfit in the yard, and the family spoke of the fun

they had together.

The parents were deeply concerned because Kay had not

been promoted the previous year. Although records showed

the child to be mentally immature, the parents complained of 

the teacher's methods of teaching the previous year.

The father is in charge of a local automobile supply

store. The mother, who is a high school graduate, stays at

home.

Summary. The parents are finding it hard to face the

fact that their child is not mentally able to do so many of

the things they wish her to do. They offer many material

things hoping to encourage intellectual progress.

Intellectual development. Kay did not attend kinder

garten. The cumulative record and progress report showed

her grades to be F in reading and numbers areas in the first

grade. Her grades were B in integrated learnings and citizen

ship.

The SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test given in

November, 1959, shortly after her enrollment in a local city
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achievement level in the first year of the first grade. How

ever, the Metropolitan Achievement Test, given at the end of

the second year in the first grade, showed her average achieve

ment to be 1.7. Average reading achievement was 2.2. Average

numbers achievement level was 1.1.

Kay completed all basic books required in the first

grade, and did some supplementary library reading.

Kay's greatest progress was in the social studies

area. She was deeply interested in all projects in which she

engaged. She liked to make special reports on things she had

studied. She was particularly interested in making things

for the home. Although very tense and nervous when working,

she made. many small attractive pieces of furniture for the

doll house in the room. She was also interested in manners

and proper eating habits.

Her grades in reading for the last two reports were

S2, which means acceptable without question. Her grade in

numbers was Gl, which means gradual progress due to imma

turity, and in citizenship and safety she made satisfactory

grades.

Physical and medical development. According to the

mother, Kay's mental immaturity was due to an injury at birth.

However, checks by the school nurse failed to reveal any

record of this. The mother described her as always undersize
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and underweight. She said that people always took Kay to be

much younger than she was.

Kay was absent from school frequently during the

winter and early spring months due to throat infections.

The mother said that the tonsils were to be removed im

mediately after school was out.

Kay has a very poor appetite. She likes to buy her

lunch in the school cafeteria, but usually leaves a great

deal on her plate. During the milk lunch period, she will

give her milk away, unless encouraged to drink it by the

teacher.

Kay sometimes develops extreme nervous tensions. She

will grind her teeth or bite her nails when in a situation

which she can not cope with.

General obs~rvations. Kay stands out in the classroom

due to her constant activity. Her hands are constantly in

motion doing something. She constantly watches children

about her, and tattles frequently about incidental things.

She is very mannerly, and shows much gratitude when given a

privilege.

Social behavior. When Kay enrolled in the present

school, she seemed very happy in her new situation. Her

mother discussed the weaknesses of the previous school before

the child. She spoke of harsh and unfair treatment by the

former teacher.
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nothing unusual. It was when there was a change in routine

that unusual behavior patterns appeared. At one time a

special art teacher carne to the room to give special instruc

tion. Kay was trying to follow an instruction using a crayon.

She suddenly started to jerk, and then became very rigid.

The art instructor and teacher both tried to talk with the

child. There was no response. The crayon was held so tightly

in the hand, that the fingers had to be loosened in order

that the crayon could be released. After the departure of

the art instructor, Kay started moving about the room, and

was soon acting perfectly normal.

Kay became very upset when the group prepared for

special programs. \fuen on the stage or in front of any

strange group, she would become tense and forget her part in

the program. Just before the closing of school, Kay took

part in a physical education program. However, when it was

her turn to run for her team, she ran the wrong way and picked

up a bean bag belonging to the other team. The team she

represented was very unhappy, but she did not seem to be aware

of her error.

Kay liked housekeeping duties about the room. She

was constantly arranging the books in an orderly manner and

placing chairs in their proper places. It was impossible

for her to make a circle with chairs about the reading center.
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Description of the~. George is tall for a six

year-old. He is well built, with dark brown eyes and light

brown hair. George was enrolled in the first grade at a

city elementary school in September, 1958.

Summary. Kay is to be recommended to the special edu

cation clinic for tests and observation at the beginning of

the coming year. It is possible that she will be happier if

guided into a type of work which will develop fewer nervous

tensions than are experienced in a normal classroom situation.
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The chairs wouldShe would try to do this again and again.

always be out of line.

Changes observed from January, 1959, to June, 1959.

Although nervous tensions were still present, at the end of

the school year there was definitely a greater adjustment to

change. Visitors in the room did not cause noticeable re

actions. Although, when outside of the classroom, she some

times failed to respond, she was more willing to attempt

participation than earlier in the year.

In subject-matter areas her achievement was surprising.

She read fluently and with comprehension. In numbers, Kay

showed little progress. Even when working with objects she

seemed to be completely confused.
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George lives ~nth his parents, a sister, and a grand

mother in a middle-class neighborhood. He attended kinder

garten where he now attends first grade. He walks to school

each day, and he is very popular with classmates and neighbor

hood children.

Home background. The family is made up of the parents

and a sister three years old. The maternal grandmother lives

with the family. The home is a very attractive two-story

dwelling, paiffied white with green shutters. The interior of

the home is nicely decorated. There are six rooms and bath.

The boy has a room of his own. In the room are model

airplanes and boats, along with several toys which interest

boys. The girl shares a room with the grandmother, but it

was explained that the child was sometimes afraid by herself.

The parents showed great interest in their children

and their welfare. They were concerned that George did not

relate many of his school experiences. They told of the

many activities in which he participated after school hours.

George attends the YMCA regularly each week with a group

of neighborhood boys. He goes with his father to ball games

and other sports events. The family enjoys fishing outings.

The father is an artist, and is in the advertising

department of a large business concern. He is a college

graduate. The mother, although not practicing presently,

is a trained nurse with several years experience.
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Summary. George is fortunate in having an environ

ment which offers much enrichment in life. He has interested

parents who are trained to see the value of proper guidance.

He is being allowed to participate in social experiences

which will further expand his background.

Intellectual development. George attended kinder

garten and received grades denoting excellent progress. The

teacher said that George was dependable, happy, and well

adjusted in the kindergarten. He mastered his reading readi

ness experiences easily and seemed to enjoy group participa

tion.

The SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test was given at the

beginning of the school year. George's IQ was 104. The

Metropolitan Achievement Test at the end of the year showed

his achievement level to be 2.5. He had achieved a great

deal more than the IQ would indicate that he was capable of

i achieving. However, closer observation of the SRA Primary

Mental Abilities Test showed his rating in perceptual speed

to be at the 8 year 6 month level. His greatest limitations

were in verbal meanings.

George completed all basic first-grade readers. He

did a great deal of outside reading in relation to projects

in which he was interested.

In reading and numbers areas, George's grades showed

commendable progress. In the areas of science and social
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Physical and medical development. The mother described

George as a healthy, happy little boy who seldom had even a
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Citizenship and safetystudies, he made excellent progress.

grades were superior.

Social behavior. George is a happy, well-adjusted

child, who seemingly has no social problems. He gets along

well with the group. He accepts leadership positions and

does a good job. He also respects and works well with others

who are leaders.

could account for this.

He buys his lunches in the school cafeteria, and drinks

milk each day. He takes pride in showing other children how

they should clean their plates.

During the spring vacation George had his tonsils re-

moved. He was having little trouble with them, but they were

somewhat enlarged. He enjoyed his visit to the hospital.

His mother stayed with him throughout the day and night that

he was there.

General observations. George is a handsome lad. He

is very active, but shows a great deal of self discipline.

The security that he feels in the home is reflected in the

classroom. He is confident, and makes few demands that have

no basis.
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George is a model for several of the other boys in

the classroom. He had mentioned several times skills that

he had learned in sports activities at the YMCA. During free

periods of play, he would sometimes demonstrate these skills.

One small boy named Roddy tried very hard to do each thing

done by George. The teacher found out later that he had even

joined the group at the TI~CA. On one occasion this small boy

was commended for his accomplishment in swimming. George did

not say anything, but no longer was ~nterested in the sport.

Children in the classroom had a tendency to give in

to George's wishes. vmen suggestions were made for certain

projects, his were the most often accepted. The girls in

the room liked him for a partner.

Changes observed from January, 1222, to June, 1222.
George is a well-rounded, happily-adjusted child. By pos

sessing these traits, he has shown excellent progress through

out his first-grade year. His IQ, if the test be accurate,

showed him to be of normal ability. However, his progress

was above the normal rate of growth.

The reading tests given at the end of the basic

readers showed his achievement in the field of reading to be

high normal on the pre-primer and primer tests and superior

on the first-grade reader test.

He had been popular with the children who had known

~ him in the kindergarten. This popularity spread to every
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child in the room. He was chosen quite often by the room

leaders.

Summary. George has a promising future. By acquiring

the traits of a good personality early in life, he possesses

a tool which will prove very useful throughout life. He is

fortunate in having parents who are not only interested but

prepared to give him the chance to succeed.

c~ XIV

Description of the~. Lloyd is a pale, thin child

with unruly hair and light blue eyes. He is seven years old.

When this observation was undertaken in January, 1959, he was

enrolled in a city elementary school. He was repeating the

first grade, but had been in a different room with another

teacher the previous year.

Lloyd lives with his parents, two brothers, and a

sister in a low-class neighborhood. He had attended kinder

garten in another school. Between January and June, Lloyd

was observed, his parents were visited, his previous teachers

interviewed, and interested persons contacted.

Home background. The family is made up of the parents,

two brothers six and five, and a sister four. Th~ home is a

five-room modern dwelling. It was once an attractive house.

It is now in poor repair. The interior is unclean and dis

organized.
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The two older brothers sleep together. The youngest

brother sleeps with the little sister in another room. The

parents have a room, and there is a living room and kitchen.

The fifth room is used asa collect all and play room.

There are two televisions in the home. One is in the

living room and the other in the parents' room.

The parents are somewhat hostile toward the teacher

and the school as a whole. They stated that the rich kids

got the breaks. They attributed the boy's failure,in the

first grade the first year, due to the teacher's preference

for children who had more.

Throughout the school year the parents had to be con

tacted quite often due to the many social problems which in

volved Lloyd. There was very little cooperation on the part

of the parents. They always placed the blame for their

child's behavior with another child or with the teacher.

The father is employed with a local city service com

pany. He spoke of making more money than many of the other

families who, he said, thought they were so important.

Summary. Lloyd comes from a home of many disadvantages.

The physical environment is poor. The attitudes are poor.

The proper understanding of the child and his problems is

slight.
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Intellectual development. Lloyd attended kindergarten,

and records showed that in reading readiness and integrated

learnings his progress was satisfactory. In social and emo

tional adjustments there was need for improvement. In the

first grade the first year, the problem from the beginning

was a social one. The SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test

showed his IQ to be 91. His progress was very gradual. His

teacher stated that his refusal to work with the groups ac

counted for much of his failure. He had little interest in

the lessons being presented, and spent his time annoying

others.

\fuen another form of the mental abilities test was

given in September, 1959, his IQ was scored as 90. The

Metropolitan Achievement Test at the ending of the first

year listed his achievement at 1.4. His achievement at the

end of the second year in the first grade was 1.9.

All basic first-grade readers had been completed and

an average score was made on the reading tests. He had done

little, if any, reading outside the basic series. Whenever

his mother was asked to come, due to a problem, she would

always use the threat of another failure to pass if he didn't

work hard.

In the areas of reading, his grades throughout the

year were Ul, which means not working to capacity. In the

numbers area, the grades were the same, Ul. In science and
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social studies the grades fluctuated between Ul and S2,

which stood for acceptable work. In the citizenship areas,

there was always room for improvement.

Physical and medical development. Lloyd appears to

be sickly. The nurse's report supports the fact that he is

underweight and badly in need of dental work. His mother

says he has a good appetite, but doesn't want to eat anything

but candy morning, noon, and night. He does not buy milk at

school, but he is often given milk by the teacher.

During the cold weather he has a constant cold, and

his nose is always running. He has been sent to school with

three degrees of temperature. He had to stay in the nurse's

room when the mother could not be located. \fuen, after

several hours, the nurse accompanied him home he was permitted

to go out to play, and he returned to school the next day.

General observations. Lloyd is a child who needs a

great deal of understanding and attention. He has many prob

lems developing within his home, with which he is unable to

cope. Improper diet, improper rest, and poor environment

socially, contribute to the problems.

Social problems. Several months before the systematic

observations started to take place in January, Lloyd was care

fully observed due to his many social problems. He was not

liked by the children. He constantly annoyed those about him.
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He annoyed the children and the teacher by humming or making ,

peculiar noises during a storytime or other quiet period.

He would hide in the toilets and stop up the commodes by put

ting wad after wad of paper into them. He would push heads

down when children drank water at the fountain, and, on one

occasion, tripped and injured his teacher.

Children would request to be moved from the area where

he was seated, because he bothered or destroyed their pos

sessions.

Surprisingly enough, there were times when Lloyd showed

very good behavior. The teacher·would compliment him and he

would beam and promise never to do another unacceptable act.

These periods were short lived; and, if given a room duty,

he was never able to carry out the assignment. If asked to

water the flowers, he would pour water allover the floor;

and, in several instances, he emptied the container of water

on some child. After many conferences with the principal

and school nurse, as well as the parents, it was decided that

the special education clinic might be able to help him. Ap

pointments were made twice and broken by the mother. Another

appointment will not be possible until the beginning of the

next school year.

Changes observed~ January, 1222, ~o June, 1222.
The only real change in Lloyd was his progress in subject

matter areas. His achievement level at the end of the year
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was 2.1. If the tests results are to be considered reliable, '

he is academically ready to enter second grade.

His greatest problems are social. The teacher may see

the cause for many of the patterns of behavior. However, it

is impossible in a regular classroom situation to provide the

therapy needed to gain social progress.

Case XV

Description of the~. Carla is a small, dainty

Negro girl, resembling the oriental race. She is six years

old and attended the kindergarten at the same school where

she is now enrolled in the first grade.

Carla is an only child, and lives with her parents in

a low social-economic neighborhood. She is driven to school

by her mother each day, and usually bUys lunch in the school

cafeteria. Between January, 1959, and June, 1959, Carla was

observed, her parents interviewed, and interested persons

contacted in relation to the study.

Home background. The family is made up of the par

ents and the daughter Carla, aged six. The home is a semi

modern, four-room dwelling. The house is old and poorly
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and clean.

Carla has a room of her own, but the mother explained

that she often slept on a sofa which is in the parents' room.

The parents both explained that they wanted Carla to have

everything it was possible to give her~ They wanted her to

have what other children have. They told the teacher that

they had had few things themselves as children. Neither had

been able to finish high school. They wanted their daughter

to have a good education. They wanted to know what they could

do to help her progress.

Summary. There is a conflict of ideals and environment

in the case of Carla. Her parents want what is best for the

child, but due to race and background they are limited in

what they can offer her. Perhaps, with the parental love

that she has and the interest that is shown, the environment

handicap will be overcome.

Intellectual development. The kindergarten records

showed progress in the kindergarten to be first gradual and

then satisfactory. The kindergarten teacher stated that this

child had probably made more progress in the kindergarten

than any other child, both socially and academically.

The SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test given at the

beginning of the year showed her IQ to be 99. The Metro-
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Bolitan Achievement Test given at the end of the year showed .

the achievement level at the end of the year to be 2.3.

Carla was proud of her error-free reading, and spent

a great deal of time doing reading activities. She would

play school with other children during free periods, and

make up chart stories to be read about. the different activi

ties in the room.

At the end of the school year, Carla had read all

basic first-grade readers and a great deal of supplementary

materials.

Her grades in the reading area were 82, which means

acceptable without question for the first two reports, and

Sl, which means co~nendable for the last report. In numbers,

social studies, and science her grades were S2 throughout

the year. Carla's grades in citizenship were satisfactory

for the first report and superior for the last two reports.

Physical and medical development. The mother stated

that she had always desired a large, strongly built child.

However, Carla had always been small and delicate. She had

always had a small appetite, and had been encouraged to eat

more.

The medical record showed that Carla had had measles

and chicken pox during the kindergarten year. She had re

ceived all innoculations for diseases.



Social behavior. Carla seemed to have few adjustment

problems upon entering the first grade. She had acquired

several friends in the kindergarten,. and these friendships

continued in the first grade. She was included in all social

activities.

out in the·classroom. She is striking in appearance and has

almond-shaped, dark, questioning eyes. She is very alert,

and she listens carefully when things are presented to the

group. She seems to have no complex about race and has ac

quired many friends.

.. : ~: ::: - \ ~,:.. )~
. ,..," : ...... .. J.... .. ~.. ~

'. .another Negro child.

There was one pattern of behavior which tended to

create some social problems as well as academic problems in

the classroom. The other Negro pupils relied upon Carla to

make their social contacts and help in group projects. She

was the only one of the group who had known children in the

room the year previously. vfuen games were played, especially

the two little Negro girls, other than Carla, would look at

her to find out whom they should choose. In work activities

they would wait for Carla's choice, and, if possible, work

with her. She, on the other hand, had friends from the year

previously that she preferred to work with.

Carla was popular with the group as a whole. She was

often chosen for classroom duties. There was never any

reluctance to work with her, unless she was ~~: hila .··cordP,a.ny:0:f' ... ;. :.
. , . , ; " . " :. .. .~.. .. ,,~, .. ::
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Changes observed from January, 1959, to June, 12i2.
Carla showed constant progress from the beginning to the end

of the school year. In subject-matter areas her achievement

level was 2.1. Achievement in reading was 2.3. In numbers,

achievement was 2.1.

Socially, there was a great deal of expansion. Carla

could deal ably with more complex group situations. She

maintained the admiration and respect of her classmates. She

acquired more friends, and she was included without question.

Physically she had matured. She had grown two inches and

gained seven pounds.

Summary. Carla, due to the guidance of her parents,

has high ideals and goals toward which she is working. The

necessity of a good education is constantly put before her.

She makes friends easily, and seems well adjusted to group

activity.

Case XVI

Description of the~. Margaret is an eight-year

old girl, small for her age, with short black hair, and large

brown eyes. She is very dark complexioned. She shows great

insecurity as she slides her feet along and seldom raises

her eyes. She has had very little personal care.

Margaret walks to school with her brother and two

sisters. She often arrives late. Her home is thirteen
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blocks from the school. The children often walk home for

lunch.

Home background. The family is made up of the parents,

two sisters, aged fifteen and six, and three brothers,aged

nine, four, and two. The home is an unmodern, five-room

dwelling in very poor repair and showing much disorganization.

There seems to be no particular system of sleeping.

lIJhen asked about sleeping arrangements, the mother said, "Oh,

they just crawl in wherever there is room. There is no

definite room arrangement except for the kitchen. Each room

has a table of some kind and cots about the walls.

The parents made it quite obvious that the teacher's

visit was not too welcome. She was not offered a seat, and

both parents stood near the door answering only questions

asked, and often walked into another room,without explanation,

to speak with a child.

The father is a part-time worker on the railroad, and

works at night in a tavern. Neither parent had completed a

grade-school education.

Summary. Margaret has a low socio-economic environ

ment. There is very little in the home background that would

indicate much achievement in later life. The futilness of

effort already shows in the child. There is little interests

in activities about her and no confidence in herself or others.



According to tests of the previous year, Margaret's IQ

was 65. The SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test for this school

year showed her IQ to be 76. The Metropolitan Achievement

Test at the end of the last school year showed her achieve

ment level to be 1.0. At the end of the school year in June,

1959, her achievement level was 1.4.

Margaret rated 1.8 in identifying words with pictures.

Her comprehension was very low. In numbers work, she was

limited to working with objects.

Margaret showed unusual talent in art work. She seemed

to feel that her only accomplishment was in the illustrations

she was asked to do in relation to stories.

Margaret's grades throughout the year showed gradual

progress.

Physical and medical development. vfuen asked about

Margaret's pre-school physical condition, the mother said that

she couldn't remember. Records from the kindergarten and

first grades previously attended showed many absences. There

were twenty-three half-day absences for one school year.
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The school nurse spoke of the good condition of

Margaret's teeth. The fact that she eats very little candy,

and has few other sweets, available to most children, might

in some way be related to the condition of her teeth.

Margaret gets special help in speech. It is very hard

to understand her speech. Some improv~ment was shown before

the end of the year.

The nurse's record showed no shots or vaccinations had

been received by the child. Notes were sent home periodically

announcing free clinical service, but no effort was made to

take the children to the clinic.

General observations. Margaret is a timid, frightened

child, of low intellect. The few times that lunch was brought

to school it consisted of cold eggs with dried bread. Often

when the child returns to school in the afternoon, when asked

if she has had lunch, she says, "no."

Social behavior. When observations were first begun,

very little response was shown to social situations. In the

case of someone sharing, Margaret would look without expres

sion at the object shared. However, during the last two

months of school, a communication developed between the chil

dren and Margaret. Once, just as the sharing period was

ending, Margaret haltingly raised her hand. The teacher

called upon her, and she went to the front of the room with
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a piece of cardboard from a suitbox. She turned the card

board around to display a very attractive picture that hse

had drawn of things she had seen on the way to school.

Another time when animals were being discussed, she

came into the room hiding a large fruit jar. In the jar was

a fish her eldest brother had caught .. She placed it with the

display of other animals that had been brought to school.

At the beginning of the year, Margaret was never chosen

for any room duty unless chosen by the teacher. Then she

would let a more aggressive child perform the duty for her.

By the end of the school year, Margaret was even being chosen

by some of the children in the room as a partner for games.

Changes observed from January, 1222, to June, 1222.
There had been no noticeable academic achievement in the

first two years in the first grade. The achievement level

in the last year was 1.4. There were some noticeable re

sponses to some learning situations in the la.st few months of

the school year.

Socially, there was some effort on the part of the girl

to become socially acceptable. She made an effort in several

instances to contribute to the group.

Summary. Margaret is below normal in both physical

and mental development. Socially she has made very few ad

justments. However, she will probably gain more through her
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simple contributions, such as art work, than would be gained

in a special class situation. She will have to live in a

world of many kinds of persons, and it will be easier for her

if she learns as a child to make adjustments.

Case XVII

Description of the~. Henry-is a blue-eyed, blond

boy of medium build. He acts in an immature manner, often

whining and talking baby talk. He is perfectly groomed,

although much of his clothing is too frilly.

He walks to school in nice weather. He is driven to

school when the weather is bad. He cries easily, and often

arrives at school crying due to some incident on the way to

school.

Home background. The family is made up of the parents

and one brother three years old. The home is a modern five

room dwelling. It was constructed seven years ago. It has

been well kept,and is neat and clean.

The boys have a room; the parents have a room; and

there is a living room, dining room, and kitchen.

The visit at the home by the teacher was not in a

normal atmosphere. The visit had been arranged before hand,

and very definite plans had been made. The rooms were attrac

tive with flowers. A silver service was on the table. The

children asked several times if they were acting all right.



Intellectual development. Henry attended kindergarten

in the same school where he now attends first grade. His

report card showed satisfactory progress in the kindergarten.

However, a study of the readiness tests results from the

kindergarten record showed his rating to be very low. A dis

cussion with his teacher disclosed several social problems.

The SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test given at the

beginning of the school year showed Henry's IQ to be 99. The

Metropolitan Achievement Test given at the end of the school

:i year showed his achievement to be 1.3. Reading achievement
,'{

f~
~t was 1.3. Numbers achievement was 1.1.
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Two phone calls were received while the visit was taking

place, and it was explained that those persons calling were

well known and influential members of the community.

The father at the present time is employed at a local

plant. It was explained that the situation was only temporary

and that he was to establish a business of his won in the

near future.

Very little information was gained about the child.

The conversation was dominated by the mother.

Summary. Henry is an overly protected child. His

mother has a great desire for social prestiege. The child

will be handicapped by many false standards, which he will

be pressured to attain.
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At the beginning of the observation in January, Henry I

had just completed a readiness program, and was being in

structed in pre-primer work. The mother was informed that

progress in the basic subject areas was very slow. She was

very alarmed about her son's progress, and said that at home

he read very well. As time progressed., the mother would

visit school daily and interrupt reading groups by correcting

the boy or showing him where he had made his mistake. She

always kissed him goodby upon leaving.

Henry's grades throughout the year showed gradual

progress.

Physical and medical development. The health record

showed that he had had measles and chicken pox before entering

school •. He has had all necessary innoculations.

Henry has a poor appetite. He eats snacks. The mother

said that she knew that she should be more careful in guiding

eating habits, but she just couldn't resist the tears, when

he wants candy and pop.

General observations. Henry is greatly handicapped

by an overly indulgent mother. He has the ability to make

average progress, but he is discouraged by being pressured to

do more than he is able to do.

Social behavior. At the beginning of the year, when

the mother brought the son to school, she explained to him
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in the presence of the teacher that he did not have to do

anything that he did not want to do. He maintained this at

~itude throughout the school year. When the time came for

reading activities, if he did not wish to join the group, he

would say he wanted to do something else. He was shifted

from one group to the other, hoping th~t he would gain an

interest in different types of work. Henry annoyed the chil

dren by demanding and fussing all the time. He would cry if

he was not called on. He would beg to take a child's place

for room duty. He would cry if the game he desired was not

played.

Henry developed a deep attachment to his teacher dur

ing the last few months of school. He would slip up behind

the teacher, when she leaned over for something, and kiss her.

He would return after the school hour and want to stay in the

room with the teacher. He often tattled. Most of the tat-

tling was done in regard to children who did excellent work

in the room.

Changes observed from January, 1222, to June, 1222.

In the basic subject-matter areas, the achievement level

reached was only 1.3. Henry, after several months in school,

still wanted others to do his work. His IQ, if the test was

reliable, showed him to be of average intelligence; however,
t·t

his performance far below normal.~'1 was
·~·l .
q ,,
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built boy, with black, very curly hair, large brown eyes,

and a smooth brown skin. He had attended kindergarten in

Columbus, Ohio, and moved to Terre Haute with his mother just

before the opening of school in September.

Howard walks to school each day, and has acquired

several friends who accompany him to and from school.

Summary. \~en the mother comes to realize that my her

overconcern and protection, she is hindering her child's pro

gress, the greatest step will be taken in eliminating the

problem -now eY~sting in the classroom, as far as Henry is

concerned. His mental capacity is normal, and, with proper

attitudes and development of good work habits, his progress

should be average.

Howard is a tall, well-

In the reading area, he had read three basic pre

primers. The results of the reading test showed average

achievement. The mother questioned the progress report of

her son, and had him referred to the special clinic for test

ing. Clinic results verified the teacher's report.

Socially he made little progress. He was not popular

with the children because of his constant tattling. This

same trouble existed in his neighborhood. His mother was

constantly consulting with another mother about some childish

incident.

Description of the ~.

Case XVIII-
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Home background. He lives in his grandmother's home

in a low middle-class neighborhood. The house has five rooms.

Howard has a room of his own. Howard is the product of a

broken home. The parents were divorced in Ohio, and the

mother returned to her home, bringing her son with her.

The mother is deeply interested in her son's progress.

He has access to many learning devices at home, and often

shares something new purchased by his mother.

The grandmother was concerned with Howard's appetite,

and said she had made an appointment for an examination.

She later reported that Howard's appetite had greatly im

proved. Howard often referred to his home in Ohio. He would

relate many of his experiences in Ohio, but his father was

never mentioned.

The mother was defensive about her situation in the

home, and tried to show that she had done the thing best for

her child.

Summary. A broken home is always an unfortunate

situation. The child, in talking, sometimes shows divided

loyalties, which in turn creates frustrations. It is for

tunate for Howard that his mother is interested in his pro

gress. She expressed the desire to help in anyway possible.

The mother visited the school several times during the year,

and followed the progress of her son very closely.
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Intellectual development. Howard had attended kinder-'

garten in Ohio. The progress report sent from the school

showed his progress in readiness activities to be excellent.

In social progress, his first two reports were satisfactory;

his last report was a -, which meant need for attention.

The SRA Primary Mental Abilitiep Test given at the

beginning of the year showed Howard's IQ to be 104. At the

end of the school year, the Metropolitan Achievement Score

was 3.5. His achievement for the school year was much greater

than the beginning test indicated that it would be.

Howard took his studies quite seriously. His atti

tude was deeply competitive. He enjoyed the knowledge that

he was the leader in the group. He always mastered skills

first, and in free time he was chosen as teacher repeatedly

by the other children.

Howard completed all basic first-grade readers, and

at the end of the year, he had read more library books than

any other child in the room.

Physical and medical development. There had been no

serious illnesses in pre-school years. The mother said that

Howard had always been well developed.

Howard brought his lunch to school most of the time.

The mother said that he usually ate more than was offered in

the cafeteria. The grandmother had explained earlier that
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he had had an appetite problem when he returned to Terre

Haute, and a doctor had been consulted.

The mother checked Howard's health very closely. ~fuen

ever he contracted the slightest cold, he was kept home and

treated.

General observations. Howard, -although the IQ showed

only average intelligence, was probably the brightest pupil

academically in the room. He was very alert. He listened

carefully, and followed directions well. He was nearly

always finished first, and when his work was checked it was

well done. Howard performed well in physical education games

on the playground, but was not always a good sport. His

social progress did not match his academic achievement.

Social behavior. Howard was usually aggressive and

outgoing. He cooperated well with the teacher and group.

There were times, however, when he seemed to have a chip on

his shoulder. This nervous, guarded feeling seemed apparent

when there were group discussions of family life or projects

related to the family.

There is a tendency to dominate several boys who have

developed great admiration for Howard. One boy, with an un

usual birthmark,depends upon Howard in much of his work.

Another boy, Doug, watches very closely and imitates Howard's

actions.
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When playing on the playground, Howard always wants

his team to win. Whenever they lose, there is always a

period of pouting on Howard's part.

In one instance, Howard was sharing a counting device

his mother had given him. Another child in the room reached

in his desk and brought out an identical object. Howard

seemed upset and took his seat without further words. Later

in the day, he asked the boy to see the counting device.

While examining it, he pulled some parts loose and ruined it.

The other boy became upset about this. Both boys were taken

out of the room, and they discussed what had happened with

their teacher. The boy said that Howard should give him his

device, but Howard did not agree. The teacher suggested that

Howard think it over for a day or two. Two days later, the

other boy involved brought a sack to school, in which there

was a brand new counting device. He said that Howard had

given it to him before the opening of school. The incident

was never mentioned by Howard.

Changes observed from January, 1959, to June, 1222.
In subject-matter areas there was great advancement on the

part of Howard. In reading, his achievement level was 3.4.

In the numbers area, his achievement was 3.5. He had good

command of all basic skills.

Socially, Howard liked to dominate situations. When

i not in the limelight, he was not too interested in the
?

Ii
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activity. There was progress during the year, in that pout

ing did not occur nearly so much in the last three months of

school.

Howard gained popularity with the children throughout

the year. Whenever there was a free reading time, they would

always want Howard to read stories. He read well and with

good expression.

Summary. Howard has many assets which should guide

him toward a successful future. He -has an alert, well

disciplined mind. His work habits are good, and he has a

strong drive to get ahead.

Socially, there are no serious problems present. The

attitudes which need improvement are directly related to emo

tional upsets resulting from the broken home. As Howard

grows older and develops better understandings, he will

probably be able to adjust more readily to social situations.

III. SillvTI',1ARY

Many insights were gained from the case studies made.

Through home visitations and special interviews much informa

tion was gained, which in turn answered many questions as to

the child's social problems in school.

In one of the studies, it was found that a boy's ex

treme desire for attention came from the unintentional prac-

tice of the parents of highlighting activities of the older

•:
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brother. In another case, it was found that a boy experi

enced very little privacy in the home, and greatly valued

isolated activities in the classroom.

A greater understanding of the problems of a child

with a disfiguring birthmark was developed; and the frustra

tions of a child with many limitations) due to religious

beliefs within the home, were more clearly defined.

It was true also that in many of the studies, after

visiting with the families, talking with interested persons,

and studying records, the child was found to be from a well

adjusted and happy home. To know this was of value to the

teacher, for in understanding the background of the child

the teacher could more ably guide him.

Each study contributed some information which would

not have been otherwise available to the teacher.



CHAPTER V

USE OF THE FiliSULTS OF CASE STUDIES

The following suggestions are offered for provisions

in the classroom, to meet the needs of the pupils studied:

Case I. Because of this boytsinterest in animals

and other subjects related to science and social studies,

his activities should be directed toward these areas whenever

possible. His difficulties in reading might be improved if

the teacher supplied materials in the areas of his interests.

Case II. The need for privacy was shown throughout

the study. Situations wherein Paul may enjoy experiences

that are his alone will give happiness. By encouraging but

not forcing group activity, this boy may be led to see the

value of self expression within a group.

Case III. Because of a disfiguring birthmark, this

child had suffered many frustrations. After the study, the

teacher knew that the parents did not understand the prob

lems of the boy. The child, with an above average IQ, could

have contributed much to the group. Building self confidence

by guidance in projects that he can master easily is neces

sary.

Case IV. Fortunately this child has high mental

abilities. Socially she is limited because of religious

practices within the home. The teacher must recognize this
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child's social limitations and concentrate on activities and,

skills unrelated to these personal circumstances.

Case V. This boy is above average in intelligence.

He had trouble with other pupils in the classroom, due to his

feeling of insecurity at home. Both parents were gone most

of the time. However, in the coming year many of these

problems should dissolve themselves, Since the parents have

secured more stable employment and the family is moving to a

location which is more suitable to the family needs.

Case VI. This boy has the capacity to master skills

presented in the first-grade program easily. He has parents

who lack interest in his activities and achievement. This

boy wants and needs an adult friend in whom he may confide.

He greatly desires to be accepted by the group. He is unsure

of his role in becoming socially acceptable. The teacher may

direct him so that he will be in the position to gain popu

larity with the group.

Case VII. This is the case of a little girl who has

more than enough in material possessions. This child is very

intelligent. By dramatization, which the girl enjoys, the

teacher could easily teach the value of sharing.

Case VIII. The boy in this case had low-average

mental abilities. However, his parents are deeply interested

in the boy's progress and offered an enriched background. It

would be the duty of the teacher to enlarge further upon the

many experiences of this boy. He is a good average student.
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Case IX. This is a child with many social problems.

He is unpopular with the group. He makes a habit of annoy

ing other children and acting in a manner that is unpopular

with the group. The problems of this boy cannot be completely

overcome in the classroom. Many of his actions are related

to his position in the home. The teacher needs to work

closely with the mother. The boy must be shown the fruits

of fair play and consideration of others. If the teacher

directs his attention to activities that have gained popu

larity for others, he might also become interested.

Case X. This boy gained much social confidence through

academic achievement. An enriched program for greater self

expansion should be offered by the teacher.

Case XI. At the end of the year, this boy was just

awakening to the necessity for and values of respect for

others. The teacher, having become aware of the existing

prejudices while making the study, has a great opportunity

to guide this child's thoughts and attitudes. By group par

ticipation this boy could see how individual contributions,

when brought together, may have great values for all con

cerned.

Case XII. This child was recommended to the special

education clinic. Her problems were of so complex a nature

that they could not be adequately dealt with in the class-

room.
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Case XIII.
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This boy of above-average intelligence

i

"

was especially talented in art. His father, who is an artist,

had taught him much which he can, in turn, contribute to the

group. The teacher has the job of guiding and supplying

needs for the talents of this boy.

Case XIV. After the case study. was completed for this

boy, the teacher and special teachers involved in working with

this boy worked out several activities that would help the

child gain a feeling of usefulness. In the home, the child

is neglected and completely ignored unless he performs an

act completely unacceptable. This carried over in the class

room. Time is the greatest thing that the teacher can give

this child. It was found that after he had a chance to talk,

he often caused less trouble in the group.

Case XV. Information gained in the case study sup

ported the belief that this girl had high ideals and goals

toward which she was working. She made friends easily and

was well adjusted to group activity.

Case XVI. This girl is below normal mentally. She

will probably always be very slow in academic achievement.

Her home environment is very poor. The teacher must make

every effort to help this child become more socially aC

ceptable. By finding a place for active participation in

health- and good-grooming units, the child may be made con

scious of the importance of good grooming and cleanliness.
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Case XVII. An overly protective mother has created

many problems for this child. The teacher should direct

this child in activities that build independence and self

confidence. By honestly but tactfully discussing the child's

problems with the mother, the teacher may help the child to

become more aggressive and creative.

Case XVIII. This child is well above average mentally.

The teacher needs to help him overcome the insecurity of a

broken home. He is able to master academic skills of the

first grade easily. The teacher should build confidence by

placing him in a position of leadership, wherein he may be

come aware of his worth as an individual.

It is impossible to make a case study of a child and

not gain from the experience. It is true that in many cases

no serious problems were discovered. However, the oppor

tunity to know the child and his background is invaluable to

the teacher.
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CHAPTER VI

SUI~lliRY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary. This study showed that there were many values

gained by the teacher in making careful case studies of pupils

in her room. It was found that there.were many insights of

the child that could not have been provided by the tradi

tional devices used in gaining information about the child.

Records, background cards, and test folders give the

relative measurement of the child as he entered the first

grade. However, when test scores are spoken of, they are in

comparison with scores of other children. It is important

to realize that individual differences must be considered.

Tests and records alone cannot give the teacher the full

picture of the child. She must know his interest, his home

environment, his fears,and his joys, in order to meet his

needs as fully as possible.

The case study answers many questions for the teacher.

By meeting the parents and family in the home situation, the

teacher may more easily understand the child's attitudes and

beliefs.

It is true that teachers in active service do not have

the time to make full-fledged case studies of all their pupils.

However, by employing some of the techniques of the case

study, much can be learned about the child. This information

would be a great aid to the coming teachers.
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When the teacher makes a study of the pupils and

sees how the direct experience helps in seeing the child as

a whole, she will be more willing to take the time which is

necessary to make such a study.

The Child, when he enters school, is a product of

many things. The neighborhood in which he lives, the home,

and the community playa great part in shaping the child's

life. Only through case study Can many of these factors

which shape the child's life be understood.

It is true that a study of children who come from

well-balanced homes and who are of normal intelligence offers

little that the teacher does not already surmise. It is the

little child who has the complex background or social prob

lems who can be helped most through stmdy.

When the teacher knows the things that are most mean

ingful to the child, she may develop experiences within the

classroom which will raise the achievement level of the child.

Conclusions. The following conclusions were reached

as the result of this study:

1. The teacher needs to study the personal and emotional

problems of the child, as well as intellectual background.

2. The case study is an effective means of acquiring the

background materials necessary for effective teaching.

3. Case studies do not offer too much additional information
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in the case of the well-adjusted pupil in the normal

home situation.

4. An action research project within the school system would

gain much for the school as a whole.

5. The case study causes the teacher to inspect more closely

previous records of the pupils.

6. Many social problems originate in the home, and are un

known to the teacher, unless a study is made.

7. Little progress can be made in fully understanding the

child without personal contact with the parents.

8. The isolation of desirable as well as undesirable traits

can take place through knowledge gained in a case study.

9. Grouping of pupils within the classroom can be done more

effectively after case studies are made.

10. There must be a continued study, and the results of the

findings must be recorded and passed to the next teacher

to be most useful.

Recommendations. These recommendations are offered:

1. That each teacher seek to meet the needs of the pupils

more fully through case study devices.

2. That the importance of case study be discussed in pro

fessional meetings so that the teacher may be made aware

of their value.

3. That the study of the pupil made in the first grade be a

continuous study which follows through the grades.
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4. That parents be informed of the value of the case study"

so that they will be more cooperative and accurate in

supplying information.

5. That superintendents, supervisors, and teachers revise

methods of administering, evaluating, and teaching so as

to meet the needs of the individual child.
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